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ABSTRACT

Recent electrophysiological data obtained from auditory nerve
fibers of cats have made possible the formulation of a model
of the peripheral auditory system. This model relates the
all-or-none activity of these fibers to acoustic stimuli. The
constituents of the model are intended to represent the major
functional constituents of the peripheral system. These
constituents are: (1) a linear mechanical system intended to
represent the outer, middle, and the mechanical part of the
inner ear; (2) a transducer intended to represent the action
of the sensory cells; and (3) a model neuron intended to
represent the nerve excitation process. A general purpose
digital computer has been used to determine the response of
the model to a variety of acoustic stimuli. These results
have been compared to data obtained from auditory nerve fibers.
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CHAPTER I: Introduction

The passing of a century of research in audition

has produced gross changes of attitude on the part of the

physiologist. The speculative views of antiquity were

followed by the empiricism of the late nineteenth and the

twentieth century. We quote from M.J.P. Flourens (1794-1867):*

"Almost every physiologist will admit that
we are in complete ignorance as to the usage
of the various parts of the ear. Those who do
not hold this view are hard pressed to disguise
their ignorance by suppositions, conjectures or
by some of those words which are used everywhere
but which, according to Fontenelle, have no other
merit than that of having been considered as
real things for a long time. Reasoning alone
serves poorly if the question to decide is a
question of fact. Everywhere people have started
by theorizing instead of doing the necessary
experiments. Even in physiology the time has
come to proceed in the opposite direction, and
to multiply, to repeat, to accumulate experiments
in order to end up some day with theories . . ."

While it is probably true that physiology is still in a

developmental stage where the careful gathering of relevant

data is pre-eminent, we feel that it is never too early

to organize empirical data along formal and conceptual

lines. It is the bias of the writer that such organization

of empirical evidence leads both to deeper insights into

the phenomena under investigation and to the suggestion

*Von Bekesy, G. and Rosenblith, W.A. "The early
history of hearing--observations and theories". J. Acoust.
Soc. Am., 20, 1948: 728.
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of new and hopefully critical experiments. In a sense

Flourens' advice has been heeded and it is now time to

produce the theories which were premature in his day.

We feel that the primary requisite of a model or

theory is precision. The model may be a crude represen-

tation of the system (or phenomenon) under investigation,

but it must itself be precise in order for it to be

verifiable. It must be possible to test the model in at

least a "gedanken" experiment sense. There are other

desirable features of models,beyond their precision, but

we shall not belabor the point.

Data obtained recently from single nerve fibers in

the auditory nerve (of cats) have made possible the formu-

lation of a model of the peripheral auditory system. This

model relates the all-or-none potentials of these fibers

to acoustic stimuli. Since the initial encoding of acoustic

signals into the times of occurrence of spike potentials

is accomplished in the peripheral auditory system, an under-

standing of this encoding is essential to the understanding

of the performance of higher centers in the auditory system.

The discussion of the formulation and testing of the

model is organized into six chapters. Chapter II contains

a brief discussion of the anatomy of the peripheral auditory

system and is intended to introduce some of the terminology

associated with the peripheral system. Chapter III contains

a discussion of the physiology of the peripheral auditory

system. The physiological bases for the model described

-12-



in Chapter IV are contained in Chapter III. A discussion

of the results of testing the model is contained in

Chapter V and concluding remarks are included in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II: Anatomy of the Peripheral Auditory System

The gross anatomy of the peripheral auditory system

of man (and other higher species) is relatively well

known (see, for instance Polyak~1 ) and only the briefest

description need be given here. For our purposes we can

divide the auditory system into four parts (as shown in

Figure 1. ) --the outer, middle, and inner ear, constituting

the peripheral auditory system, and the central nervous system.

Air-borne sound enters the outer ear past the

auricle (the externally visible ear lobe structure) via

the external auditory meatus (a canal that is 2.5 cm long

in man) and impinges on the tympanic membrane. The sound

waves set the tympanic membrane in motion. This motion is

transmitted to the middle ear, which contains a set of

three tiny bones, the ossicles. The three-ossicle chain,

malleus to incus to stapes, transmits the motion of the

tympanic membrane to another membrane, the "oval window",

which is the mechanical input to the inner ear. The auditory

part of the inner ear is comprised of the cochlea, a

functionally and morphologically complex system that converts

the mechanical motion of the stapes into spike potentials.

The 3 x 104 nerve fibers(2) emerging from the cochlea

go directly into the central nervous system as a part of

the VIIIth Cranial nerve at the level of the medulla oblongota.

The detailed anatomy of the cochlea is the most

complex part of the peripheral system. It is in the cochlea

-14-



Figure 1. Block diagram representation of a model of the
peripheral auditory system.
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that the mechanical motions are converted into neural

signals. The cochlea is in the form of a spiral tube,

i.e., a tube wound on a cone such that the axis of the

tube is helical. The interior of this helix is called

the modiolus and contains the nerve fibers as they emerge

from the tube, or cochlear canal. The number of revolutions

of the canal differs in different species: 2 3/4 cochlear turns

in man, 3 in cat, and 4 1/2 in guinea pig. The lengths

of the axes of the canal are 35 mm, 23 mm, and 18 mm,

respectively. The canal diameter decreases from the basal

end of the cochlea (near the base of the cone) to the

apical end. In man this variation is from 2.5 mm to 1.2 mm.

The crossection of the cochlear canal is divided

by a multi-membraneous "cochlear partition". This

partition separates the cochlear canal into two canals

filled with fluid, the perilymph. These two canals, the

scala vestibuli and scala tympani, are connected through

a hole (0.15 mm 2) in the apex of the cochlear partition,

called the helicotrema. Perilymph can thus flow from

scala vestibuli to scala tympani, and vice versa, through

the helicotrema. At the basal end of the cochlea the two

scalae are each sealed by a membrane. The oval-window seals

the scala vestibuli and the round window seals the scala

tympani. It is the oval window that is displaced by

motions of the footplate of the stapes.

The cochlear partition is bounded by and includes

Reissner's membrane and the basilar membrane. The partition

-17-



consists of the ductus cochlearis--a space filled with

the endolymph fluid, the Organ of Corti--containing the

auditory receptor cells and their innervation, and certain

structural and trophic parts (such as the spiral ligament,

stria vascularis, etc.). There are at least two types

of auditory receptor cells: a single row of inner hair

3
cells (approximately 3.5 x 10 cells in man) and three or

four rows of outer hair cells (approximately 20 x 103 cells

in man). (3) These cells are supported .on the basilar mem-

brane and give off hairs at their apices that extend

through the reticular lamina and into the tectorial membrane.

The innervation of these hair cells is not entirely known.

The inner hair cells appear to be innervated locally and

preponderantly by the radial fibers, one radial fiber

innervating perhaps one or two inner hair cells and a hair

cell being innervated by one or two radial fibers. The

outer hair cells seem to be innervated primarily by the

spiral fibers which enter radially, and after making a

right angle turn, travel toward the round window along the

base of the outer hair cells for as much as a half turn of

the cochlea. (5) There is some evidence in the literature

that these cells innervate several outer hair cells along

their path. (6) In addition to these two groups of fibers,

there are a smaller number of fibers that innervate both

inner and outer hair cells.

The nerve fibers that innervate the hair cells

have their cell bodies in the spiral ganglion and send

-18-



their other processes through the modiolus to the

cochlear nucleus in the medulla oblongota (a distance

of about 5 mm). The cells (27 x 103 in man) of the

spiral ganglion are bipolar cells and no synaptic con-

nections have been seen in the ganglion.(8) Histology

of a gross-section of the VIIIth nerve reveals a

remarkable uniformity of fiber-diameters--between 3 and 5 p.

(9, 10)

The VIIIth nerve exhibits another regularity

worth mentioning: as the fibers exit the modiolus, the

fibers originating in the apex of the cochlea tend to be

in the center of the fiber bundle and the more basal fibers

wind around them. Thus, the VI-IIth nerve presents a

fairly regular array of apical fibers in the center of

the bundle with the more basal fibers progressively farther

from the center.

There is evidence in the literature for several

efferent neural pathways to the peripheral auditory system.

First, there is the innervation of the hithertofore

unmentioned middle ear muscles. The stapedius muscle,

connected to the stapes, is innervated by the facial

(VIIth Cranial) nerve and the tensor tympani, which exerts

tension on the manubrium of the malleus, is innervated by

the mandibular division of the trigeminal (Vth Cranial)

nerve. In addition, there is the efferent olivary-cochlear

bundle of Rasmussen (1)--a set of fibers that originate in

the medulla and terminate in the vicinity of the hair cells.

-19-



CHAPTER III: Systems Physiology* of the Peripheral
Auditory System

A. Dynamics of the Outer and Middle Ear

The detailed physiology of the middle and outer ear

is well documented (see for instance Wever and Lawrence l)

and thus we shall concentrate in our description on a

systems approach. The role of these two structures is now

quite clear. The specific acoustic impedance of air is

41.5 ohms/cm2 (at 200 C.) and the specific acoustic impedance

for a fluid like the perilymph has been estimated to be

30 2
approximately 16 x 10 ohms/cm . Thus, an impedance

matching device is needed in order to make the transmission

loss of sound waves going from air to perilymph (the site

of the receptor cells) tolerable. The middle ear provides

this mechanism for transforming the relatively large dis-

placements and small pressures in air into relatively small

displacements and large pressures in the perilymph. Essen-

tially, the transformer ratio is achieved by the difference

in effective cross-sectional areas of the tympanic membrane

and oval window (approximately 21 in man), but the ossicular

chain provides an additional mechanical advantage (estimated

to be 1.3 in man).

*We are primarily interested in the relat Rn between
the firing patterns of single fibers in the VIII nerve and
acoustic stimuli delivered to the ear. Our approach takes
into account the input-output relations of the major components
of the peripheral system, rather than the detailed structure
and function of each part.
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While these principles are quite simple, the

realization of the transformation and detailed motion of

the middle ear structures are quite complex. For instance,

the tympanic membrane does not have a simple drum-like

(14)
motion, nor is its characteristic motion the same

for all frequencies of sinusoidal pressure stimulation. (15)

Similarly, the oval window seems to change its mode of

vibration as a function of intensity.(1 6 ) In addition,

the incudostapedial joint is loose and lowers the efficiency

of sound transmission to the cochlea at high intensities.(1 7)

For high intensities of prolonged sound stimulation, a

middle ear muscle contraction reflex is actuated that

effectively decreases the efficiency of transmission through

the middle ear. (18)

Despite this complexity, there is a wide range of

intensity of stimulation over which the operation of the

mechanical part of the peripheral auditory system can be

considered as linear. The transfer characteristic of the

mechanical part of the system has been determined, albeit

in an approximate way and over a limited range of frequencies.

Since none of the studies to which we will make

reference use free field stimulation, we can ignore the

effects of the auricle on sound transmission to the ear.

The external meatus is a bony tube terminated by the tympanic

membrane. Wiener and Ross measured the pressure trans-

formation from the outside of the ear to the tympanum in

human subjects. Figure 2 shows their results. The

-21-



Figure 2. Ratio of amplitude of pressure at tympanum to
amplitude of sinusoidal pressure entrance
to the meatus (measured in man) .
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relatively flat peak of the response occurs at the

resonance frequency (3.8 Kc) that one would predict for

a closed tube approximately 2.5 cm long. Since the termi-

nation of the tube is a flexible membrane, the resonance

is relatively flat. Note that the transfer function varies

less than 10 db over the 8 Kc range of the measurements.

Von Bekesy has made a number of measurements that

aid in revealing the transfer characteristic of the middle

ear. By transfer characteristic we mean the ratio of the

amplitude of the displacement of the stapes to the amplitude

of a sinusoidal pressure variation at the tympanum. The

utility of such a function depends strictly on the linearity

of the system. Von Bekesy has reported that the middle ear

is essentially linear up to the threshold of feeling. (20)

In discussing the data on the middle ear it is

useful to think of its circuit representation. In Figure 3,

Pd is the pressure at the ear drum, vd is the velocity of

displacement of the ear drum, p0 is the pressure at the oval

window, v is the velocity of the displacement of the oval

window (or stapes) and z is the mechanical input impedance of

the cochlea as seen from the oval window. z i, z12, z22

are the mechanical impedances that characterize the middle ear.

(20)Von Bekesy has measured the pressure ratio (for

human cadavers) from both the entrance of the meatus and the

tympanum to the stapes by balancing the pressure at the stapes

from inside the cochlea until the stapes was motionless.

This corresponds in our framework to a measurement of the open

-24-



Figure 3. Circuit representation of the middle ear.

Pd = z vd + zl2 o

p0 12 + z2 2vo
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circuit pressure ratio, (p9/pd v = 0 = z1 2/z1 1 . Figure 4

shows these data. Note once again that the variation over

-~ (21)
a 2 Kc range is not greater than 10 db. Von Bekesy

has also measured the volume displacement of the round

window to a known pressure at the ear drum as a function of

frequency. Von Bekesy's measurement corresponds to

2 -l
measuring (qd/pd) = -(k/jo)(z 12/z 1 )(z +z 2 2- (z1 2/z1 1 ))

Where q0 is the displacement of the oval window, under the

assumption that the displacement of the oval window is

proportional to the displacement of the round window. Von

Bekesy's data are shown in Figure 5. Once again the amplitude

variation as a function of frequency is under 10 db. The

impedances of the cochlea, as measured at the oval and round

windows, are probably not very different since the cochlea

appears quite symmetrical (in a dynamic sense) when viewed

from these two membranes. Wever and Lawrence(22) present data

(in cat) on direct acoustic driving of the oval and round

windows, with the middle ear mechanisms removed, for a

frequency range of 100 cps to 10 Kc. These data*support the

above assumption that the oval and round window displacements

are equal.

Further data on the dynamics of the middle ear have

*The data are based on observations of the cochlea
microphonics.
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Figure 4. Open circuit pressure ratio from the entrance
to the meatus Jbh) and the tympanum (solid)
to the stapes.
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Figure 5. Amplitude and phase of the volume displacement
of the round window for a sinusoidal pressure
variation at the tympanum.(2 1)
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been obtained from measurements of the input impedance

of the ear in human subjects. In our terminology,

zin (Pd d) =(z/z22+zo)(z22+z-(z/ll). On the

basis of their measurements of the input impedance of

the ear, both Miller(2 3 ,24 ) and Zwislocki( 2 5 ) have con-

structed equivalent electric circuits of the middle ear.

Transfer characteristics plotted from M$ller's

data, are relatively flat in the region of 100 cps to

1 Kc. A similar computation performed by Flanagan(2 6 )

on Zwislocki's data yields results, that, while they are

not the same in detail as our results that are calculated

from Mller's model, they again indicate a flat amplitude

response up to about 1 Kc.

We have tried to summarize a wide variety of data

concerning the mechanical transmission of displacements

to the stapes.* To our knowledge, no reliable data for

frequencies above 2 Kc exist** and we can conclude from

available data that the frequency response of the outer and

middle ear is flat within 10 db for frequencies below

2 Kc.*** Above 2 Kc inertial effects probably begin to

have an effect and the transfer function exhibits a roll-off.

*A recent paper 1 1 1 ) indicated that gross post-mortem
changes occur in the acoustic impedance of the ear.

**The measurements on acoustic transmission and impedance
of the ear show great variability for frequencies above 2 Kc.
At high frequencies the motion of the various middle ear
structures becomes quite complicated and this has complicated
the measurement problem.

***This is probably true for the cat as well 
as for

man. (27)
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B. Dynamics of the Cochlea

The direct observations and measurements of the

dynamics of the cochlea are due entirely to von Bekesy.

In this section we shall consider von Bekesy's measurements

of various physical properties (such as viscosity, density,

elasticity, etc.) of the cochlea. We shall then discuss

his observations of the motion of the cochlear partition

(in physiological preparations as well as in mechanical

models) as a function of the displacement of the stapes.

The most important physical parameters that von

Bekesy measured were the properties of the cochlear partition.

He( 28) showed that the cochlear partition was not in tension

and could not, therefore, be considered as a stretched

membrane. Von Bekesy 29 ) discovered that the elasticity

of the cochlear partition varies from the basal to the apical

end of the cochlea. Figure 6 shows a curve of the variation

of the elasticity of the cochlear partition for human

cadavers. Notice that at the basal end the partition is

relatively stiff, while at the apical end it becomes relatively

-- (30)flacid. Von Bekesy was further able to show that it

is the elasticity distribution of the basilar membrane that

dominates this pattern. The elasticity of the other structures

in the cochlear partition (tectorial membrane, Reissner's

membrane and reticular lamina) are relatively constant over

the length of the cochlea. Needless to say, the elastic

characteristics of the partition are much more complex than

depicted here. For instance, it is clear that the elastic
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Figure 6. Elasticity of the cochlear partition as a
function of distance from the stapes.( 2 9 )
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properties must vary in the cross-section since the

basilar membrane is supported on one side by bone while

the other side is supported by ligament. Nevertheless,

it is the 100:1 variation in elasticity of the basilar

membrane in its longitudinal direction that gives the

cochlear partition its chief dynamic properties.

Von Bekesy has also estimated the density and

viscosity of the perilymph(3 1 ) and shown that the mass

loading of this fluid(32) on the cochlear partition was

an important factor in the dynamics of the cochlea. In

--/ (33)addition, von Bekesy has estimated the damping of the

cochlear partition.

Observations on the motion of the cochlear partition

in human cadavers were achieved by cutting away various

portions of the cochlea and/or replacing these portions

with transparent surfaces. The cochlea was stimulated

mechanically through an artificial stapes usually located

at the round window. Even for the relatively large stapedial

displacements he used, von Bekesy found that the relation

of the displacement of the cochlear partition to a stapes

displacement was linear.(34) For a sinusoidal stimulus, the

displacement of the cochlear partition was sinusoidal in

time, and the envelope of the displacement exhibited a

spatial pattern whose maximumroved as a function of

frequency. (35) Figure 7 is such a "cochlear map" (36)

obtained by measuring the position of the maximum displace-

ment of the cochlear partition as a function of frequency.
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Figure 7. Position of the maximum displacement of the
cochlear partition as a function of the
frequency of sinusoidal stapes displacements. (51)
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Von Bekesy has stated that these measurements show "great

stability" for different cochleas.

Figure 8 shows the amplitude of displacement at a

point on the membrane as a function of frequency for

several different points plotted on a normalized scale. (37)

Note that the curves all have the same general shape when

plotted in logarithmic coordinates. If the frequencies

of their maxima are brought into coincidence on a logarithmic

frequency scale, the curves are almost identical. These

curves show a relatively broad resonance with a figure of

merit, Q = 1.6 (when Q is defined as the ratio of the

resonant frequency to the bandwidth measured at -3 db with

respect to the maximum). Figure 9 shows values of the dis-

placement at the maxima as a function of frequency. (38)

Von Bekesy has also obtained curves of the displacement

pattern of the cochlear partition as a function of position

for various frequencies of stapes displacement. (39) He

describes the motion of the cochlear partition(40) as that

of a traveling wave whose envelope has a maximum at some

position (determined by the frequency of the stapes dis-

placement) and whose wavelength decreases as a function of

distance from the stapes.

This entire response pattern is reported to be

independent of the point of excitation. That is, when the

fluid displacements are introduced into the apical end of

the cochlea via an artificial opening, the same pattern of

traveling waves is seen from the base to the apex. 4 1 , 42)
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Figure 8. Amplitude and phase of the displacement of
the cochlear partition as a function of
frequency for several positions along the
cochlear partition. H (f) is the transfer
function of the cochle~r partition for a
sinusoidal displacement of the stapes. The
scales of the amplitude and phase responses
m)the same. Solid curves, von Bek's 4 6943)

; dashed curves, von Bekesy (1947 51) *
The figure is reporduced from Siebert.
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Figure 9. Volume displacement at stapes divided by
maximum amplitude at cochlear partition
as a function of frequency. (38)
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This phenomenon was named the "paradoxical direction of

propagation" by von Bekesy.

The. dynamics of the cochlea can now be understood,

at least in a qualitative way. First, consider the propa-

gation velocity of a compression or sound wave in a medium

such as perilymph. Since the density of perilymph is

approximately the same as that of water, we can assume that

the velocity of sound in water is a reasonable estimate of

the velocity of sound in perilymph. This velocity is

1.4 x 103 mm/msec. The cochlea of man is about 35 mm long;

thus the propagation time of sound from one end of the

cochlea to the other is about 25 Rsec. This is about two

orders of magnitude smaller than the propagation time of

the traveling waves that von Bekesy observed at the apical

end of the cochlea. Therefore, the pressure wave generated

by stapes displacements, (or stimulation at any other point

in the cochlea) can be assumed to reach the apical end of

the cochlea-almost instantaneously.

The response of a point on the cochlear partition

to this pressure change depends upon the physical parameters

of the membranes and fluids. The frequency of stimulation

giving maximal response for that point, fo, is determined

largely by 1) the elasticity of the cochlear partition at

that point and 2) the mass loading of the fluid in the

neighborhood of that point, in addition to 3) friction,

viscosity, and membrane coupling effects. Since the elasticity

increases continuously as a function of distance from the
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stapes, we would intuitively expect that f0 will decrease.

Furthermore, as the elasticity increases, the response

time or lag time of a point on the cochlear partition also

increases. Since the parameters of the cochlear partition

vary-continuously, this response time varies continuously

and thus the response of this membrane to a sudden displace-

ment of the stapes appears as a progressive set of dis-

placements or as a wave that travels down the cochlea.

This pattern is not a traveling wave in the ordinary sense,

since all of the energy is not transferred from one element

of the membrane to another. Von Bekesy, using scaled models

of the cochlea, has demonstrated that, most likely, the

energy for the motion of the membrane is transmitted to the

membrane from the fluid. Thus, it is the change in elasticity

of the basilar membrane as a function of distance that gives

the cochlea its particular response characteristics.

Unfortunately, the equations of motion of such a system are

complicated by both the geometry and the interaction terms.

That is, one can probably not reduce the mechanics of the

cochlea to a simple lumped parameter system that includes

mass, elasticity, and damping. The cochlea can best be

regarded as a distributed parameter system whose parameters

vary grossly with distance from the stapes.

Several workers have attempted to derive the equations

of motion of the cochlear partition, (43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48)

with varying degrees of success. Most of the analytic

approaches that yield solutions ultimately arrive at a
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one-dimensional representation of the cochlea. The

relevant equations that have been used are 1) the

continuity equation for an incompressible fluid, 2)

the Navier-Stokes equation of motion for an incompressible

fluid with irrotational, infinitesimal motion, and 3)

the beam equation, including elasticity, mass, and damping.

Various authors have made various further assumptions as

to which terms in the equations dominate and therein lie

the differences in the approaches.

One of the earlier and more interesting analytic

approaches to the problem is that of Zwislocki, who

derived a closed form expression (under a multitude of

assumptions) for the displacement of the cochlear

partition for a sinusoidal displacement of the stapes.

The results he plots seem to fit the von Bekesy frequency

response curves rather well.

In the past few years, with the participation of

communications engineers in studies of the auditory system,

interest has been aroused in the impulse response of the

cochlear partition. At least two such studies have been

undertaken. In the first of these studies, Flanagan(
4 9 , 50)

has approximated the frequency response data of von Bekesy,

by using rational functions of frequency. Flanagan has

also derived impulse responses of the cochlear partition

(shown in Figure 10) that can be realized with lumped

parameter electric circuit components. Siebert (51) also
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Figure 10. Impulse responses of several models of the
displacement of the cochlear partition.
(After Flanagan (50)).

f 3(t) = C3P1+r [p(t-T)]2 E- p(t-T)/.7sinf(t-T) for t T
6

= 0 for t<T

PT = 37r/4
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has empirically determined analytic expressions that

approximate the frequency response data. Siebert's

functions are not rational functions and are not unlike

Zwislocki's formulas, derived from fundamental considera-

tions. Siebert's transfer functions yield the impulse

response seen in Figure 11. Neither of these empirically

derived.impulse responses can be entirely accurate. All

of the impulse responses derived by Flanagan are based

on lumped parameter models. Real delays are included

to aid in the approximation of the phase data. The

impulse response derived by Siebert is unrealizable and,

therefore, can not be entirely correct. These discrepancies

may, however, be inconsequential in the study of the

activity of VIII th nerve fibers resulting from displacements

of the cochlear partition.

These impulse responses are plotted on normalized

time scales. For a point at the basal end (a point tuned

to relatively high frequencies) the impulse response is a

relatively fast transient with an oscillation whose frequency

is approximately the tuning frequency of that point on the

basilar membrane. For an apical or low frequency location

the impulse response is a slow transient with correspond-

ingly slow oscillations. It is well to point out that these

impulse responses are all based upon the data of von Bekesy.

These data extend over a range of frequencies up to about

2 Kc. Strictly speaking, the impulse responses can be

considered valid only over this range of frequencies.
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Figure 11. Impulse response of a model of the displacqment
of the cochlear partition. (After Siebert 51)).

-2
h(x,t) = 2.03f x(x)E (3/4cos3v-Vsin3v)

where h(x,t) is the impulse response

and f x(x)= 1 0 5-x

V = 7(1/3-(1/2)f (x)t)
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C. Brief Electrophysiology of the Cochlea

Measurements of the electrical activity recorded

with electrodes placed on the round window or in the

cochlea scalae indicate the presence of several distin-

guishable electrical potentials. In the absence of

stimulation the endolymph in scala media is at a potential

of +50 millivolts (a potential referred to as the EP or

endocochlear potential) with respect to the perilymph.(52)

If the ear is stimulated with sound, several other potentials

may be observed at the same time. These are the cochlear

microphonic potential (CM), the summating potential (SP)

and the gross action potential (N1 ). Stevens and Davis,(5 3 )

among others, (54, 55, 56) have shown that CM is linearly

related to the acoustic signal over a range of at least

' -(57)60 db SPL. Von Bekesy has further shown that CM is

proportional to the displacement of the cochlear partition,

rather than to the time derivative of the displacement.

Davis(5 8 , 59, 60) has constructed a consistant set of

hypotheses concerning the function and origination of CM.

In this scheme, the bending of the outer hair cells, which

results from a displacement of the basilar membrane, changes

the electrical milieu in the Organ of Corti. The electric

currents that result from this change flow through and

depolarize the nerve endings near the hair cells and thus

set up action potentials in the nerve fibers. Therefore,

CM is viewed as a mechanism for the initiation of electrical

activity in the VIIIth nerve. Local recordings of CM at
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the hair cells are, however, difficult to obtain. CM has

been recorded intracochlearly (between scala vestibuli and

scala tympani), (61, 62) and the results indicate that the

time course of CM as a function of distance along the cochlea

is similar in some qualitative respects to von Bek'esy's

observations on the motion of the basilar membrane. These

results are difficult to interpret however, since one cannot

be certain that the recordings are sufficiently local in

origin. Nevertheless, it is quite certain that CM is involved

in the process of initiation of action potentials in the

th
VIII nerve. The extent of this participation, and the

dynamic range of stimuli over which it is the principal

mode of excitation is not known.

The SP(63, 64) (there is an SP+ and an SP-) is

similarly felt to be involved in the process of neural

activation. It is also a cochlear potential, probably

generated in some way by forces on or by movements of the

hair cells. The SP is not linearly related to the acoustic

stimulus, but is thought to represent the root-mean-square

of the stimulus.

Finally, N1 (6 5 , 66, 67) is thought to represent a

spatio-temporal summation of electrical activity in the

fibers of the VIIIth nerve, and itican be recorded from a

variety of locations, such as in, on, or outside the cochlea

and in the VIII th nerve. At this point, we shall not discuss

the voluminous literature on N1 since we are more concerned

here with the all-or-none events in the nerve at the single

fiber level.
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D. Patterns of Action Potentials in the Afferent Fibers
of the VIIIth Nerve

Although the recording of spike potentials in the

th
VIII nerve has been reported previously in the literature*

(68, 69) the recent work of Kiang et al(70) gives by far

the most complete picture of unit fiber activity in the

VIIIth nerve. Most of this work is as yet unpublished

and since it is germane to our problem, we shall briefly

discuss some of the major results.

All of the data were obtained by means of micro-

electrodes from cats anaesthetized with Dial and urethane.

These electrodes were placed in the VIIIth nerve peripheral

to its entry into the cochlear nucleus. From the wave

shape of the spike potentials, location of the electrodes,

absence of injury discharges and other indications, it

appears that all of these data were obtained from fibers

of the VIIIth nerve.

The fibers exhibit a number of interesting properties.

First, all the fibers studied to date exhibit spontaneous

firings, i.e., action potentials can be observed to occur

in the absence of acoustic stimulation. The average rate

of firing varies from fiber to fiber, but generally lies in

the range of a few spikes per second to as many as 150

*Only reports in which the locations of the electrode
have been verified to be in the VIIIth nerve are considered
here.
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spikes per second. Figure 12 shows a representative

histogram of time between the occurrence of spikes for

a typical fiber (plotted on semi-logarithmic coordinates).

The distribution of intervals can adequately be described

as exponential except for very short intervals. Presumably,

this is the range where the refractoriness of the fiber

affects the firing pattern.

Figure 13 shows tuning* curves for several fibers

observed in one cat. Note that different cells seem to

tune (that is, are maximally sensitive) at different

frequencies. The cells that tune to higher frequencies

are found farther from the center of the VIIIth nerve

than the cells that tune to low frequencies.

From further data of this kind, it can be seen that

the relative width of tuning, Q, of these curves does not

vary with frequency up to about 1 Kc. Above 1 Kc the Q

increases markedly as a function of frequency, i..e., the

tuning curves get narrower at high frequency. When wide-

band noise is added to the sinusoidal stimultion, the

overall sensitivity decreases but the general shape of

these tuning curves remains the same.

Figure 14 shows the response to acoustic clicks

(100 psec electrical pulses applied to a condenser earphone)

*Tuning curves are graphs of the threshold of syn-
chronous firing of a unit as a function of the frequency
of sinusoidal sound stimulation. The threshold can be
determined very accurately within 1 or 2 db of intensity.
Chapter V contains a further discussion of these tuning curves.
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Figure 12. Interval histogram of the spontaneous firings
of a fiber in the auditory nerve (in cat)
plotted in semi-logarithmic coordinates. (70)
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Figure 13. Tuning curves for several fibers in the
auditory nerve (cat).( 7 0 )
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Figure 14. Post stimulus time histograms for fibers in the
auditory nerve (cat) to click stimulation. Click
intensity is +30 db (VDL) at a rate of 10/sec.
CF is the frequency for which the lowest intensity
of sinusoidal acoustic stimulation is required in
order to elicit synchronized firings in the fiber.(70)
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of units tuned to different characteristic frequencies

f0 (frequency of lowest threshold of firing). The figure

consists of post-stimulus-time (PST) histograms(7 1 )

(histograms of the times of occurrence of spike potentials

measured from the onset of the last stimulus). Note that

the time of occurrence of the first peak is later for low

frequency tuning units than for high frequency tuning units.

Note also that the time between maxima in the PST histograms is

inversely related to the tuning frequency (in fact this time

can be shown to be 1/f within statistical variations).

Further data obtained by Kiang et al indicate that

the time of occurrence of the first peak in the PST histo-

gram of a unit does not vary much (less than If) with

changes in intensity of stimulation. At high intensities

an additional peak may appear preceding the first peak.

These peaks appear at times corresponding to integral multiples

of 1/f with respect to the original first peak.

The responses to clicks of different polarity

(condensation clicks and rarefaction clicks) show differences

in the times of occurrence of maxima in the PST histogram

that correspond to if. At high intensities, the first20

peak in the PST histogram in response to a rarefaction click

leads the first peak in the PST histogram for the response

to a condensation click.

For f greater than approximately 4 Kc, the PST

histograms exhibit no such multiple peaks. This may be
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due to (1) the resolution limiting the measurements,

(2) the inability of the fiber to resolve these peaks, or

(3) the mechanism of excitation may be different for

frequencies above 4 Kc.
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CHAPTER IV: A Model of the Peripheral Auditory System

This chapter contains a discussion of a model of

the peripheral auditory system that relates the spike

activity of fibers in the VIII th nerve of cats (as

reported by Kiang, et al.) to acoustic stimuli. An

attempt has been made to include the principle functional

constituents of the peripheral system in the model.

Figure 15 shows this model. The "Mechanical System"

represents the functional relation between an acoustic

pressure input to the ear and a displacement of the

cochlear partition at a point x centimeters from the stapes.

The excitatory process is interposed between the displace-

ment of the cochlear partition and the firing of an VIIIth

nerve fiber. This process is not well understood, but

it undoubtedly involves the action of the hair cells.

In the model the "Transducer" is intended to represent

the action of these hair cells. The final block shows a

"Model Neuron"--a formal and simplified model of excitable

nerve membrane. The output of the transducer serves as

the input to the "Model Neuron" and is filtered and then

added to noise. Noise is included in order to account

for both the spontaneous activity and the probabilistic

response behavior characteristic of VIIIth nerve fibers.

The noisy membrane potential is next compared to a threshold

in the box labelled "C". If the threshold is exceeded

then a spike is defined to occur and the threshold is
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Figure 15. A model relating the firing patterns of fibers
in the auditory nerve to acoustic stimuli.

p(t) is the pressure at the ear

y(t,x) is the displacement of the cochlear
partition

Z(tx) is the output of a sensory cell

f(tx) is the ggquence of spikes generated in
an VIII nerve fiber

r(tx) is the threshold potential

h(t,x) is the impulse response of the mechanical
system

G(y) is the transducer function

g(t) is a linear filter

t - time

x - distance from the oval window to a point
along the cochlear partition
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reset to some larger value by the box labelled "R".

Figure 16 shows both the noisy membrane potential

of the model neuron and the threshold as a function of

time. The threshold is reset to some larger value (RM)

upon the occurrence of a spike and decays to its resting

value (R ) with an exponential decay (of time constant TR'R R

A. Summary of Assumptions of the Model

(1) The mechanical part of the peripheral auditory

system is assumed to be representable as a linear system

over an intensity range of 80 db. The mechanical system

encompasses the outer, middle and the mechanical part of

the inner ear and relates the displacement of the cochlear

partition to acoustic pressure at the ear. Furthermore,

the transfer function characterizing this mechanical system

is assumed to be determined by the data of von Bekesy.

Implicit in this assumption is a further assumption that

the outer and middle ear have flat frequency responses over

the range of validity of this model (approximately 100 cps

to 2 Kc).

(2) A point-to-point relation between the displace-

ment of the cochlear partition and the neural excitation is

assumed. A particular neural fiber is assumed to be excited

by a particular hair cell which in turn responds to the dis-

placement of the cochlear partition at a single point along

its length.
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Figure 16. Diagrammatic representation of membrane potential,
threshold potential and spike activity of the model.

RM is the maximum threshold potential

R R is the resting threshold potential

TR is the time constant of the exponential decay
of the threshold from its maximum to its resting
value.
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(3) The process of neural excitation is represented

by a simple model neuron. This model is probabilistic and

contains both threshold and refractory properties.

(4) The effect of efferent fibers on the spike activity

of the afferent fibers of the VIII th nerve is ignored.

B. Discussion of Assumptions of the Model

(1) Representation of the mechanical system: The

validity of representing the mechanical part of the peripheral

auditory system by a linear system has been discussed in

Chapter III. We, furthermore, assume that the outer and

middle ear have flat frequency responses (we ignore 10 db

fluctuations in the frequency responses) for frequencies up

to-2 Kc. Finally, the transfer function of the mechanical

system has been assumed to be simply the transfer function

relating the displacement of the stapes to the displacement

of the cochlear partition. This transfer function is based

upon the observations of von Bekesy on the response of the

cochlear partition to sinusoidal displacements of the stapes.

These data are composed of observations on human cadavers,

guinea pigs, cows and even elephants, but not on cats. There

is, however, some justification for inferring that the transfer

function is similar in cats as in the other species for which

it has been measured. The experimentally determined tuning

curves (72) for all species (including the chicken, which

has a very crude cochlea) are very similar. For instance,

the sharpness of tuning, Q, varies very little across

species. The cochlear maps(73) (distributions of maxima of
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of displacement of the cochlear partition versus frequency

of stimulation), and the elasticity of the cochlear partition

as a function of distance along the partition (74, 75) are

all similar in these different species. It seems reasonable,

therefore, to assume that the data of von Bekesy is valid

for the cat. This assumption is strengthened since we are

not concerned so much with the details of the tuning curves

as with their first order properties, such as their width

and asymmetry.

(2) Representation of the sensory cells and their

innervation: The point-to-point relation between the dis-

placement of the cochlear partition and the excitation of

an adjacent neural fiber assumed in the model is the most

parsimonious assumption possible. Anatomically, this assump-

tion appears to be consistent with the radial fiber innervation.

A radial fiber is connected at most to two or three hair

cells. (76) The hair cell specing is estimated to be approxi-

mately 2 .5A for outer hair cells and 8.51A for inner hair

cells.* In either case, these distances are negligible

compared to the widths of von Bekesy's tuning curves (when

they are plotted versus position along the cochlear par-

tition) . (78) Therefore, a single radial fiber is essentially

*These values are obtained by dividing the length of
the cochlear partition by the number of hair cells. The
density of hair cells is assumed to be constant. (77)
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sensitive to the pattern of displacement of the cochlear

partition over a relatively short length of the partition.

The spiral fiber innervation appears not to be as simply

structured. Spiral fibers are thought to innervate the

hair cells more diffusely (although there appears to be

some difference of opinion on this fact in the literature).

(79, 80) It is not clear which of these two major groups

of fibers contribute predominantly to the VIII th nerve

afferent fibers. The point-to-point relation assumed in

the model leads to results that appear to be qualitatively

consistent with the electrophysiological data of Kiang, et al.

and this assumption also appears to be consistent with the

radial fiber innervation.

Initially, the relation between the excitation of

a fiber and the displacement of the cochlear partition is

assumed to be linear with no energy storage elements.

Thus, a hair cell is assumed to generate a current that

is proportional to the displacement of the cochlear partition

at a point and this current flows through and depolarizes

a fiber adjacent to the hair cell. The excitatory process

is the subject of a considerable amount of investigation at

the present time, (81) but the process is not understood

in detail. We are forced to make some rather simple

assumptions in the model. The consequences of these

assumptions are investigated in the next chapter.

6b
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(3) Representation of the nerve excitation process:

The representation of the initiation of action potentials

in the fibers of the VIIIth nerve is the most phenomenological

part of the model. It would perhaps be possible to include

a more complete model of a nerve fiber (such as the

Hodgkin-Huxley model)(82) in the representation. However,

these membrane models are too detailed and cumbersome for

our purpose and they are generally based on empirical

evidence obtained from non-mammallian and relatively large

neural fibers. These fibers show no spontaneous activity

and their response to stimulation can be adequately described

by deterministic models.* This is not the case for VIIIth

nerve fibers in the cat and as a result the more detailed

models of the initiation of action potentials are inadequate

for our purposes.

(a) The need for a probabilistic neuron model:

The work of Kiang et al. suggests rather strongly that a

probabilistic description of the spike activity of VIIIth

nerve fibers is necessary. There are two reasons: (1)

these fibers exhibit spontaneous spike activity whose origin

cannot be related to any controllable stimulus to the cat

and (2) the response of a fiber is not the same to each

*A number of simplifi d models of nerve membrane
have been proposed.( , 85, 6)
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presentation of the acoustic stimulus, but averages of

the spike activity appear to be stable. With our current

understanding of the peripheral auditory system, it is

difficult to account for the origin of the apparent random

behavior of the spike activity of the fibers. The cause

might be: Browian motion in any of the acoustic or mechani-

cal parts of the system; fluctuations in osmotic pressure

caused by blood pulsation in the surrounding capillaries

in the cochlea; fluctuations of ionic potentials across

the hair cell and nerve membranes; fluctuations in the amount

of the chemical activating substance at the hair cell-neuron

junction and/or a number of other possibilities.

At this point we wish to digress from the main

discussion to present one possible explanation of the

probabilistic behavior of the spike activity in the VIII

nerve. The unpredictable response behavior of single nerve

fibers has been known since the classic work of Pecher(8 7)

(88)and the more recent work of Verveen. In both of these

experiments, the sciatic nerves of frog were stimulated

directly by short electric current pulses. When the amplitude

of the current pulses was sufficiently small these single

fibers rarely responded. For sufficiently large amplitude

pulses the fibers responded to almost every current pulse.

The fiber responded to pulses of an intermediate range of

amplitude in a seemingly random fashion. Upon more careful

investigation it was found that the set of spike responses
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to a periodi ulse train (where the period of the train was

large compared to the refractory period of the fiber),

could be characterized as a set of Bernoulli trials where

the probability of a response to a pulse was a sigmoid

function of the amplitude of the pulse. This phenomenon

uas referred to as the fluctuation of excitability of nerve

fibers. Typically, the standard deviation (a) of the

threshold potential (difference in potential between

threshold for firing and resting value) normalized by the

mean threshold (RR) potential is .01 in sciatic nerve fibers

of frogs.

Further empirical evidence, (89, 90) including data

obtained from nerve fibers of other species, indicates that the

normalized standard deviation of the threshold potential

(a/RR) is a function of the diameter of the fiber. Small

diameter. fibers have large values of a/RR, an intuitively

appealing result. In terms of fluctuations in ionic con-

centrations, this result means that for large fibers con-

taining a large number of ions, the fluctuation in ionic

concentration is small (Law of Large Numbers). The relation

Verveen (91) infers from his data is:

a/RR 0.03 d-0.8

where d is the diameter of the fiber in microns. Verveen's

data was obtained from fibers with diameters in the range of

a few microns up to a few hundred microns. If the relation

is extrapolated to smaller values of fiber diameter, then
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a/RR becomes appreciably large. For d = 0.1 , a/RR = .26.

Therefore, for diameters of fibers approaching those of the

terminal endings of the VIIIth nerve fibers near the base

of the hair cells, (9 2 cT/RR approaches 1/3. This implies

that the fluctuations in membrane potential are large enough

occasionally to exceed threshold. -This argument thus leads

to the prediction of the existence of spontaneous activity

th
in fibers as large as VIII nerve fibers.

Although this explanation may have some merit, it

has not been verified empirically. Nevertheless, the need

for a probabilistic mechanism in the model is-patent and

such a mechanism has been included as a Gaussian noise,

added to the input of the neuron.

(b) Threshold and refractory properties of

the model neuron: The neuron model contains two other

major properties that are intended to represent properties

of nerve membrane:* i) There is a threshold for firing and

a spike is defined to occur when the sum of the output of

the transducer and the noise exceeds this threshold potential.

ii) Refractory effects are included in the model by making

this threshold depend upon the time of occurrence of the

previous spike. The refractoriness of the model can be

summarized by stating that the probability of the occurrence

of a spike immediately after a spike has occurred is low--

*A linear filter is provided at the input to the
neuron to include the effect of membrane capacitance. The
time constant of this filter is assumed to be approximately
0.5 milliseconds.( 9 3 , 94)
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because the threshold is very high. This probability

increases as the time intervals between spikes increases

and is a function of both the stimulus and the time of

occurrence of the last spike. The refractory effect is

assumed to last one or perhaps a few milliseconds.

This representation of the excitation of a nerve

membrane is considerably simplified and can not account

for some of the details of the initiation of action

potentials, such as the shape of the spike potential or

the detailed recovery properties of a fiber. Nevertheless,

some of the first order properties of the excitability

of nerve fibers are included and perhaps the coding of

information about acoustic events in the VIIIth nerve

does not depend upon the details of the initiation of

action potentials. This conjecture can only be decided

by the descriptive and predictive capabilities of the

model.

(4) Efferent systems: The schematic representation

of the auditory system, Figure 1, suggests that there are

at least two efferent neural pathways to the periphery.

The dotted line from the central nervous system to the

middle ear represents the two tracts innervating the middle

ear muscles. We have mentioned that the primary purpose

of the middle ear muscles appears to be the protection of

the ear from sustained, high intensity sounds. This is

accomplished by a reduction of the transformer ratio

provided by the middle ear. It is clear that this action
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of the middle ear muscles is inconsequential in both the

von Bekesy data and the VIII th nerve data of Kiang, et al.

In the latter case, the barbiturate anaesthesia used during

the experiments effectively blocks this action.

The figure shows the efferent fibers that enter the

th
cochlea via the VIII nerve as a dotted line going to the

inner ear. Several distinct tracts have been identified by

Rasmussen.(95) One of these--the crossed olivo-cochlear

tract--has been traced from the neighborhood of the contra-

lateral accessory nucleus of the superior olivary complex

into the cochlea. Suggestions that these fibers terminate

near the hair cells have been put forward, but the fineness

of the fibers has prevented any direct verification of this

hypothesis.

There has been considerable speculation concerning

the role of these tracts on the processing of sensory

information. Galambos (95) and Fex 9 7 ) have demonstrated

that electrical stimulation of this tract (at the floor of

IVth ventricle) inh~ibts both N and single unit activity of

th Fx(98)the VIII nerve afferent fibers. Fex has also shown

that CM is augmented slightly when these fibers are stimulated

electrically. He has demonstrated that these efferent fibers

(this time the recording electrodes were located in fibers

just before their entry into the cochlea) respond to acoustic

stimulation of the contralateral ear.. It is difficult to

interpret the effect of these fibers on the coding of acoustic

information in the VIIth nerve, especially in the light of
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(99)
some of the results of Galambos. Despite many attempts

to interfere with this pathway in various ways, Galambos

has not found any systematic effects on behavioral thresholds

or discriminations. The effect of the efferent fibers

on the coding of acoustic information in the VIIIth nerve

remains equivocal and therefore we choose to ignore these

fibers in our model.
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CHAPTER V: Results of Testing the Model

The model of the peripheral auditory system presented

in the previous chapter is based on a number of assumptions.

These assumptions in turn are based on inferences derived

from physiological data. The process of making these.

inferences has led to a model that is analytically unwieldy

and as a result the derivation of even the simplest sta-

tistics of the behavior of the model appears to be quite

difficult. For instance, the distribution of intervals

between spontaneous spikes generated by the model isequivalent

to the distribution of successive crossings of a Gaussian

noise process with a function (in this case the threshold

function). A special and simple case of this problem is

the distribution of intervals between successive crossings

of the constant function. The problem is referred to in

the literature as the "axis-crossing problem" and it has not

been solved for the general case.(
1 0 0 , 101, 102, 103)

The complexity of the analytic problems* involved in

testing the model and the desirability fordetermining its

response to a number of stimuli have made machine computation

essential. The structure of the equations (multi-dimensional

*Appendix A gives a short discussion of the problem
of finding the distribution of successive intervals between
spikes generated by the model for a simple case.
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integral equations) governing the behavior of the model

appears to make a direct solution of the problem more

complex than a Monte Carlo scheme. For these reasons,

and for reasons of personal bias, a general purpose digital

computer (the TX-2 computer of the Lincoln Laboratory) (104)

was used to simulate the peripheral auditory system. Appendix

C includes a discussion of the programs written for the

TX-2 machine. The programs were written to generate the

firing patterns of the model and to compute statistics

of these firing patterns. Certain of these statistics

were chosen to make possible direct comparisons of data

obtained from the model with data obtained from VIIIth nerve

fibers.

In order to avoid confusing the activity of VIIIth

nerve fibers with activity generated by the model, this

chapter will refer to the former simply as "spikes", while

the latter will be referred to as "events". Furthermore,

both the results of the simulation and any analytic arguments

to be presented in this work assume a model that generates

events at discrete intervals of time. Events, Ek, are

defined to occur when signal, sk' plus noise, nk, exceeds
k

the threshold, rk, at time k(At) where ranges over the

integers and At is the fundamental sampling interval. We

define rk = ak-j if the last event occurred at time j,

i.e., the value of the threshold is reset upon the occurrence

of an event. Moreover, a = RR + (RM - RR)y where
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TR = exp(-At/tR). The refractory effect is assumed to be

represented by an exponential decay of the threshold from

its maximum value to its resting value after the occurrence

of an event. The noise, nk, has a Gaussian distribution

with zero mean, standard deviation aand E[n nk = 2Pj-k
i *

where p = N and yN = exp(-At/TN).

A. Response of the Model Neuron to "Short" Pulses

The response of the model neuron to short pulses is

discussed** in order to present a rationale for the assump-

tions of the nature of the neural noise. This discussion is

also intended to verify the results of Verveen's model of

the fluctuation of excitability of neural fibers. (106)

Suppose the membrane potential of the model,

mk = Sk + nk and a/RR((l. For this case the number of

spontaneous events per unit time are vanishingly small.

Assume that{skj is a "short" pulse signal that is introduced

*The noise is also filtered by a high-pass filter
so that the correlation function of the noise is actually
given by:

Pi= cy + c 2YM

where YN = exp(-At/TN) NIM

and YM = exp(-At/TM)

fh 1/N is the high frequency 3 db point

f = l/ TM is the low frequency 3 db point

**This discussion is similar to a discussion presented
by Verveen.(1 0 5 )
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at k = 0. A "short" pulse is defined to be a pulse whose

duration is short compared to all the other important time

constants in the model. That is, if 5(At) 'is the duration of

the pulse then 5(At)(<TR, 5(At)(<TN. The pulse is short

compared both to the time over which the noise is correlated

and to the refractory time constant. These assumptions are

equivalent to assuming: (1) there can be at most one event

in response to a pulse and (2) the noise is a constant

over the duration of the pulse.

The event E is defined to occur when there is an

event Ek for 0 kl or E = E9U E U . . U E But

Pr(E] = l-Pr[E] where E is the complementary event, no firing

occurs during the interval of the pulse.

Pr[E] = Pr[n+sk(RR] k = 0, 1, 2, ...,

By assumption the noise is a constant for k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,5 and

Pr[5] = Pr[n+sk<RR] k = 0, 1, 2, **

= Pr [sup (n+sk) <RR

= Pr [n<RR-sup (s

p=Pr[E] = 1-Pr [E]

,R R sup(s k) 2 2
= 1- ) p (1/f2rla) exp(-n /2 2) dn

By further manipulation this can be put in the form:

sup(sk) 2 2
p =(1/f2rPa) exp (-(n-R )/2cy 2d
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Therefore, the probability, p, of a response to a pulseIski

as a function of the amplitude of sk is an integrated

Gaussian function with mean RR (resting threshold) and

standard deviation a. The response of the model neuron

to a periodic train of identical pulses of amplitude sup sk

forms a set of Bernoulli trials with probability of success p.

This result is valid under the assumption that the period of

the train is large compared to both the refractory period

of the model neuron and the correlation time of the noise.

This description is consistent with the empirical findings

of Verveen on the response of sciatic nerve fibers. Figure

17 shows the results of the response of the computer-simulated

model neuron. The ratio of.the number of responses of the

model to the number of stimuli is plotted as a function of

the amplitude of the pulses. The figure also shows the

same function plotted on Gaussian distribution coordinate

paper.

A histogram of the distribution of intervals, Ik'

between events, E, in response to a train of short pulses

is given in Figure 18. The number of intervals equal to an

integral number of periods (T) of the stimulus, i.e.,--the

number of intervals of length T, 2T, 3T,..., where T is the

period of the train of pulses, form the distribution of

success runs in a set of Bernoulli trials. This distribution

is the geometric distribution and the predicted interval

distribution is: Pr[Ik kT] = p(l-p) k- k = 1,2,...

where I is the length of an interval.
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Figure 17. Number of responses of the model to a train of
short pulses as a function of the amplitude of
the pulses.

RR = 1000

RM = 1200

rR =1 msec

f 20 cps

fh =2 kc

a= 10

Number of pulses = 1000
Pulse duration = 0.3 msec
Pulse period = 5.0 msec
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Figure 18. Histogram of intervals of time between responses
of model to a periodic train of short pulses.

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

R =0.3 msec

f h =5 kc

f, =5 cps

a =l100

Pulse duration
Pulse period
Pulse amplitude
Number of pulses
Number of responses

= 0.1 msec
= 5.0 msec
= 9950
= 2000
= 643
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Table 1 shows both the predicted intervals and the

set of intervals generated by the computer for the distri-

bution shown in Figure 18. The predicted set of intervals

were obtained by estimating p from the data computed in

the same run.

Table 1

Number of pulses = 2000
Number of events = N = 643
Estimated value of p = .322
Ik is the number of intervals of length k

A k-l
I = Npk = Np(l-p) is the estimated mean

number of intervals of length k

ak= !Npk pk)'is the estimated standard

deviation of the number of intervals
of length k

k Ik Ik k

1 232 207 11.8
2 129 140 10.5
3 84 95.2 9.0
4 58 64.3 7.6
5 38 43.8 6.4
6 28 29.7 5.3
7 24 20.1 4.4
8 12 13.7 3.7
9 16 9.3 3.3

10 7 6.3 2.5
11 7 4.3 2.1
12 4 2.9 1.7

Figure 19 shows the distribution of intervals between

events as a function of the amplitude of the pulse. For

large pulse amplitudes the probability of getting long

intervals approaches zero, i.e., events occur in response

to almost every pulse.
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Figure 19. Histograms of intervals of time between responses
of the model to periodic trains of short pulses
as a function of pulse amplitude.

RR

RM

= 10000

= 100000

R =0.3 msec

fh 5 Kc

f, =5 cps

a a100

Pulse duration
Pulse period
Number of pulses

= 0.1 msec
= 5.0 msec
= 2000

(The spacing between dots along the ordinate
represents a number of entries in the
histogram equal to 5/scale Factor.)
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B. Spontaneous Activity of the Model

As the ratio of the standard deviation of the noise

to the resting threshold, a/R R, increases, the probability

that the model exhibits spontaneous events in the absence

of an input increases. For small values of a/RR, the

probability of a spontaneous event, Ek at time kAt is given

approximately by:

Pr[Ek] = pnkrk] p[nkR

2 2
Pr[EkI <)RR (l/2_7a)exp(-n /2a ) dn

(1/17r) exp(-n 2/2) dn
fRR/ e

The equality holds in the limit as a/RR goes to zero, i.e.,

when the probability of an event is small and the threshold

rk decays essentially to the resting value RR between events.

We are interested in a statistical description of the

set of events{ Ekj. First, it is clear that the events can

,(107)
not be described as "recurrent events" in the general

case. By a "recurrent event" process we mean a statistical

process that generates events where the probability of an

event at time k(At) is dependent only on the time of occur-

rence of the last event, i.e., after an event has occurred

the statistics are reset. Figure 20 shows the spontaneous

activity of the model for different noise spectra. For

values of the bandwidth of the noise that are large compared

to 1/TR the noise appears uncorrelated between events, while

for small values of noise bandwidth several events may occur
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Figure 20. Membrane potential and threshold potential of
model. The same data is shown on three time
scales for each of two values of fh. In each
picture, the upper trace shows the threshold
potential, the center trace shows the membrane
potential, and the lower trace shows the times
of occurrence of events. The threshold potential
and the membrane potential are on the same
amplitude scale.

RR

RM

= 40

= 100

0.3 msec

fh 100 cps (left-hand figures)

f 10 kc (right-hand figures)h

f 10 cps

a =30

At = 100 sec
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on one large excursion of the noise.

A short interval occurring between events implies

that a relatively large value of noise has occurred at

the end of the interval because a large value of noise

is needed to exceed the relatively large value of the

threshold. But if the noise is varying slowly with respect

to the decay time of the threshold then a relatively short

interval will tend to occur again. In other words, there

is a correlation between successive intervals between

events such that short intervals tend to be followed by

short intervals. The existance of this statistical

dependence is due to the fact that while the threshold

is reset upon the occurrence of an event the noise is not

reset.

To a first-order approximation, the parameters which

determine the degree of statistical dependence between

successive inter-event intervals are the time constant of

the threshold decay, T R, and the bandwidth of the noise,

1/N. If R N then the correlation of the noise between

events approaches zero. Consider the expected value of

the noise k units of time after an event at which the value

of the noise was n0 .

Elink/nO] = noPk n0(exp(-At/TN)) k = nOexp(-kAt/TN
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For kAt > TR

E[nk/n 0 ( n0exp(-TR/ N)

JimE [nk/no] 0
R0 N

Therefore, successive intervals between events become

uncorrelated for noise whose correlation time, TN, is

short relative to the time constant of the threshold decay,

TR. Figure 21 shows the mean inter-event interval given

the previous interval I l, ( 2 ) 1 , as a function of Il, for

different values of fh N.l/ Note that the degree of

correlation between successive intervals (as indicated

by the estimate of the conditional mean interval

given in the figure) decreases as fh increases. For an

fh approximately 2 Kc, successive intervals are only

slightlycorrelated. Similar statistics computed from the

firing patterns of VIII th nerve fibers (in the absence of

acoustic stimuli) indicate only a slight amount of correla-

tion between successive inter-spike intervals. This correla-

tion is of the same form as the correlation of successive

intervals shown by the model, i.e., short intervals tend to be

followed by short intervals. Therefore, we have fixed the

bandwidth of the noise in the model at approximately 2 to

5 Kc. This value is consistent with the findings of a

number of workers who have attempted to estimate such a

figure. (108, 109)
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Figure 21. Conditional average interspike intervals of
the spontaneous activity generated by the
model as a function of noise spectrum.

R = 10000

RM = 100000

R 0.3 msec

a =10000

f, =5 cps
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CONDITIONAL AVERAGE INTERSPIKE INTERVALS OF
SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY GENERATED BY THE MODEL

AS A FUNCTION OF NOISE SPECTRUM
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Figure 22 shows interval histograms calculated for

the same data used to obtain the results of Figure 21.

As fh decreases, not only does the statistical dependence

between successive intervals increase, but a larger proportion

of short intervals occur (as Figure 22 indicates). Figure

23 shows some of the same interval histograms plotted in

semi-logarithmic co-ordinates. For values of the bandwidth

of noise greater than 2 Kc the tails of the distribution of

intervals are clearly linear on these co-ordinates or are

exponential on linear co-ordinates. Figure 24 shows the

rate of spontaneous events generated by the model as a

function of the bandwidth of the noise.

Figure 25 shows interval histograms of the spontaneous

activity of the model as a function of the standard deviation

of the noise. These histograms are all exponential for

large values of time intervals. Figure 26 shows the rate

of spontaneous firing of the model as a function of a/RR'

The rate of firing is strongly dependent on the value of

a/R A 50% change in a/RR is seen to change the rate of

firing by as much as 500%.

Further investigations have shown that the general

features of these interval histograms are attained under a

large variety of parameter values of the model. The histo-

grams show an exponential function for large, inter-event

intervals and a dead time for very short intervals, with a

smooth transition between these limits. For values of

TR = 1 millisecond and TN 1/5 millisecond, the histograms

appear quite similar to interval histograms 'computed from

VII Ith nerve data.
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Figure 22. Interval histograms of the spontaneous activity
generated by the model as a function of noise
spectrum.

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

TR 0.3 msec

a =10000

f# =5 cps
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Figure 23. Interval histograms of the spontaneous activity
generated by the model as a function of noise
spectrum (plotted in semi-logarithmic coordinates).

R = 10000

RM = 100000

R 0.3 msec

a a10000

fg 5 cps
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Figure 24. Spontaneous rate of firing of the model versus
the high frequency limit of the noise.

R = 10000
R

RM = 100000

T R= 0.3 msec

a T 10000 (for -/R R

a= 5000 (for ~/RR = 1/2)

f# =5 cps
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Figure 25. Interval histograms of the spontaneous activity
generated by the model versus the standard
deviation of the noise.

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

TR =0.3 msec

f h =5 Kc

f 5 cps
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Figure 26. Spontaneous rate of firing of the model versus
the ratio of the standard deviation of the noise
to the resting threshold (a/RR).

R = 10000

RM = 100000

'R= 0.3 msec

fh 5 Kc

f, =5 cps
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C. Response of the Model to Sinusoidal Stimuli

The fibers of the VIIIth nerve respond selectively

to different frequencies of sinusoidal stimuli. Each

fiber is tuned (i.e., is maximally sensitive) to a

particular frequency, which shall be referred to as the

characteristic frequency (CF) of the fiber. "Neural tuning

curves" for a representative group of VIIIth nerve fibers

are presented in Figure 13. These tuning curves are graphs

of the threshold of firing of a fiber in response to a

sinusoidal stimulus as a function of the frequency of the

stimulus. The threshold of firing of a fiber has been

defined by Kiang et al. as the intensity of the stimulus

required to increase the rate of firing of the fiber by 20%

above the spontaneous rate of firing. This criterion for

threshold was utilized for fibers with a high rate of spon-

taneous activity. For fibers exhibiting a low rate of

spontaneous activity, the threshold was defined as the

intensity of the stimulus to which the fiber responded in

a time-locked manner, as determined visually.

There is a second aspect to the frequency response

of VIIIth nerve fibers. Figure 13 indicates that the

threshold of firing of VIII th nerve fibers in response to

sinusoids whose frequencies are equal to the CF varies as

a function of CF. The most sensitive points in the tuning

curves of the most sensitive fibers shown in the Figure

constitute what we shall refer to as a "neural sensitivity

curve". The neural sensitivity curve for the data shown
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in Figure 13 shows a minimum at a frequency of about 2 Kc.

For frequencies below 2 Kc the "neural sensitivity curve"

shows a rate of decrease of sensitivity of about 40 db/decade.

At frequencies above 2 Kc, the sensitivity also decreases.

It is perhaps already clear that we assume that a

relation exists between the frequency response curves of

the cochlear partition (as shown in Figure 8) and the tuning

curves of VIIIth nerve fibers (as shown in Figure 13). A

particular neural fiber with a CF equal to f0 is assumed

to be stimulated by the displacement of the cochlear partition

at a point x0 which responds maximally to a frequency, fo,

of sinusoidal stimulation presented to the ear. Further-

more, we are assuming the existance of a correspondence

between the "neural sensitivity curve" and the "mechanical

sensitivity curve" (shown in Figure 9). The mechanical

sensitivity curve relates the amplitude of the displacement

of the stapes required to achieve some fixed maximum ampli-

tude of displacement of a point on the cochlear partition

as a function of frequency.

In this section we will first consider the sensitivity

curves generated by the model vis-a-vis the neural sensitivity

curve. We will then discuss the tuning curves of VIIIth

nerve fibers.

(1) Sensitivity of the model at low frequencies:

Much of the empirical data of Kiang, et al. on the response

of VIII th nerve fibers to-sinusoidal stimuli depends upon
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a determination of the "threshold of firing" of a fiber

to a stimulus. Before we can discuss the data generated

by thendel, we feel that it is essential to discuss the

concept of a threshold of firing in response to a stimulus.

The "threshold of firing" of a neuron to a stimulus

is an old concept in neurophysiology. Pecher (110) was one

of the first to recognize that the response to electrical-

stimulation of a sciatic nerve fiber in a frog could not

be described by a simple threshold below which the fiber

never fired and above which the fiber always fired. Pecher

was able to demonstrate that a probabilistic description of

the firing of a fiber was a more accurate description.

For the sciatic nerve fibers, a threshold can be defined

arbitrarily as the intensity of stimulation which produces

a response to 50% (or any other percent) of the number of

stimuli. With such a definition of threshold, equal response

curves can be determined, under a variety of physiological

conditions.

For fibers that exhibit spontaneous activity (such

as VIIIth nerve fibers) the problem of defining a threshold

of firing to a stimulus is more complicated and perhaps

irrelevant. It appears to be unreasonable to identify some

spikes with the response to a stimulus and other spikes

as spontaneous activity. Results obtained from the model

indicate that there is time-locked activity present in the

response for every intensity of stimulus. For any particular
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intensity of stimulation there is a resultant perturbation

of the average rate of firing of the model. In a suffi-

ciently long record this time-locked activity can be seen

as a perturbation in the PST histogram.*

Despite the difficulty in defining the concept of

"threshold", one still opts for a metric of the spike activity

of fibers which permits equal response or relative sensi-

tivity curves, if not absolute sensitivity curves, to be

obtained. Clearly, if a model of the system were sufficiently

accurate and sufficiently manipulatable, metrics of the spike

activity could be derived that would be appropriate in some

sense.

A somewhat arbitrary choice of metrics must be made,

in the absence of more appropriate metrics. Kiang et al.

have used an arbitrary criterion for defining the threshold

of firing of VIII th nerve fibers to sinusoidal stimuli.

They chose the intensity required to increase the rate of

firing by 20% over the spontaneous firing rate as the

definition of threshold for fibers having a relatively high

spontaneous rate. For fibers exhibiting a low spontaneous

rate, the threshold was defined as the intensity at which the

fiber fired in a time-locked manner (determined visually)

to the stimulus.

*Long and stable records of data cannot be obtained
and therefore such behavior in neural fibers cannot be
demonstrated.
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In order to compare results obtained from the model

with data obtained from VIIIth nerve fibers, we shall adopt

the same criteria for threshold to tonal stimuli. In

addition to investigating the rate of firing of the model

as a function of stimulus parameters, we shall also inves-

tigate a metric which is closely related to the amount of

time-locked activity. This same metric can be used to define

a threshold and, as is discussed below, the thresholds

obtained by using this definition are lower than those

obtained using the 20% change of rate as a criterion for

threshold.

In order to define this metric, first consider the

PST histogram obtained from an experiment (on model or fiber)

to consist of7 i firings in the ith bin at time i(At)

following the onset of a stimulus, where At is the width

of a bin in the PST histogram. Suppose this record contains

a total of N firings distributed in the n bins, i.e.,

i = 1, . . , n. D2 is defined as follows:

n

2 2

D 2 ='(l/n) . ( .- [ ])2

E[li] is the average number of firings per bin,

The expected value of D2 for the case of N firings

placed at random into n bins is given by

E[D 2 ] = (N/n)(l-(l/n)) = var[y.}
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One can further determine that

var[D 2] = 2N(N-l)(n-1)/n = [2(N-l)/n 2 E [D 2

A full discussion of these and other derivations are given in

Appendix B. Dn is defined as follows:

n 1/2

(1/n).l(j.-(N/n)) 2
Dn
n (N/n) (l-(l/n))

The expected value of this function is 1 when there is no

time-locked activity and the value increases as the amount

of time-locked activity increases. The expression for the

variance of Dn yields an estimate of the significant variations

of D from the value D = 1 for different values of N and n.
n n

Both of the definitions of threshold, the 20% change of rate of

firing and the Dn criterion will be utilized in the discussion

of the sensitivity of the model to sinusoidal stimuli.

To continue the discussion of the sensitivity curves

generated by the model as compared to the results obtained

from VIII th nerve fibers: A-graph showing the intensity

required to achieve the "threshold of firing" at the CF as

a function of the CF for a number of VIIIth nerve fibers is

shown in Figure 27. A curve composed of the lowest points

in the figure shows the 40 db/decade change in sensitivity

at low frequencies.

Figure 9 shows that the mechanical system exhibits

a decrease of sensitivity of between 10 and 15 db/decade

in the same range of frequencies. Therefore, if the model

is assumed to be a valid representation of the peripheral
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Figure 27. Threshold of firing of VIIIth nerve fibers
(of cats) to tone bursts (delivered at the
CF of the fiber) as a function of CF.
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auditory system then it must account for a change in

sensitivity in excess of the 10 or 15 db/decade change

in sensitivity exhibited by the mechanical part of the

system. More specifically, in the frequency range of

200 cps to 2 Kc, the transducer and model neuron of the

overall model must account for a change in sensitivity

of approximately 25 to 30 db/decade.

We shall consider two properties of the response

of the transducer and model neuron* to a sinusoidal

stimulus--(l) the amount of time-locked activity as given

by the value of Dn and (2) the rate of firing of the model.

The response of the model to sinusoidal stimuli

for two different values of frequency is shown in.Figure 28.

The response is displayed in the form of a post-zero-

crossing (PZC) histogram. This histogram is essentially

a PST histogram where the onset of the stimulus is assumed

to occur at the positive-going -zero-crossing of the input

sinusoid. The PZC histogram shows the number of firings

that occur at time, t, after the positive-going zero-crossing

of the sinusoid as a function of time, t.

The histogram corresponding to a frequency of 208

cps and an intensity of -12 db shows an increase in the

rate of firing of less than 8% over the spontaneous rate,

*For the remainder of this section we shall consider
the response of the transducer and model neuron; for simplicity,
we shall use the word "model" to refer to this part of the
overall model of the peripheral auditory system.
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Figure 28. Response of model to sinusoidal stimuli as a
function of intensity.

RR = 25000

RM = 100000

TR 0.3 msec

a 10000

fh 5 Kc

f8 =5 cps

At = 100 p.sec

Rate of spontaneous events 40 events/sec
0 db corresponds to a sinusoid whose amplitude

is 10000 units
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yet a considerable amount of time-locked activity can easily

be seen in the histogram. The value of Dn = 3.05 for this

run. This value of Dn indicates that the root-mean-square

value of the histogram is three times the value that would

be expected for a spontaneous run given the same number of

firings. This value is highly significant and it can be

shown that the probability of getting a value of Dn = 3.05

in the spontaneous case is vanishingly small (the 3a level

of significance in the variation of the sample standard

deviation can be shown to yield values of Dn between 0.885

and 1.09 for this run). We mention in passing that using

the criterion Dn 3.05 to define threshold yields a lower
n

threshold than the one attained by defining the threshold

as the intensity required to increase the rate of firing by

20% over the spontaneous level.

Figure 29 shows the rate of firing of the model as

a function of the intensity of sinusoidal stimulation for

six different frequencies. For any given intensity the rate

increases with increasing frequency. For a fixed rate of

firing, a higher intensity is required at low frequencies than

at high frequencies of sinusoidal stimulation. Similarly,

Figure 30 shows that the same trend holds if Dn is plotted

as a function of intensity for different frequencies. Dn

is a measure of the amount of time-locked activity and it

can be seen that a higher intensity is required at low fre-

quencies to achieve some fixed value of Dn'
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Figure 29. Rate of firing of model versus amplitude of
sinusoidal stimulation.

R = 10000

R
RM = 100000

T R =0.3 msec

a 10000

f h 5 Kc

f =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous events 490 events/sec
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Figure 30. D versus amplitude of sinusoidal stimulation
o? the model.

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

R 0.3 msec

a 10000

f h=5Kc

f, =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous events 490 events/sec
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Figure 31 summarizes these data in a set of sensi-

tivity functions generated by the model. The ordinate is

the amplitude of the sinusoidal stimulus required to achieve

the threshold criterion. The abscissa is the frequency

of the sinusoid. The three definitions of threshold, or

rather the three equal-response criteria, are: 1) a 20%

increase in the rate of firing above the spontaneous level;

2) Dn = 2; and 3) Dn = 5. In each case the sensitivity of

the model is higher for higher frequencies. Furthermore,

the sensitivity decreases at low frequencies at a rate of

approximately 12 db/decade to 20 db/decade, depending on

which criterion for threshold is utilized.

It is perhaps a little difficult to see why the

model should exhibit such a frequency sensitivity. In order

to gain some insight into the reasons for this result,

consider the case* for which the model exhibits no spon-

taneous activity. Assume that the intensity of the sinusoid

is large enough to exceed the value of the resting threshold,

RR. Then in the limit of high frequencies, the model fires

at a rate determined entirely by the properties of the

refractory period and the amplitude of the sinusoid. The

sinusoid acts effectively as an increase in the average value

of the membrane potential. The model fires, therefore, as

*We are indebted to Professor W.M. Siebert for
suggesting this particular explanation of the frequency
sensitivity of the model.
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Figure 31. "Threshold" of firing of the model versus
frequency of sinusoidal stimulation.

R = 10000R

RM = 100000

TR =0.3 msec

a= 10000

fh F5 Kc

f =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous events 490 events/sec
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soon as the threshold rk has decayed to a sufficiently

small value. In the limit of low frequencies, the sinusoidal

input effectively acts as a square wave. In half of this

cycle the model fires at a rate determined almost entirely

by the refractory period and by the amplitude of the sinu-

soid; in the other half cycle the model does not fire.

Therefore, the model fires at approximately twice the rate

in response to the high frequency sinusoid as it does in

response to the low frequency sinusoid. The frequency

sensitivity of the model is not as easy to understand in

the presence of spontaneous activity.

Figure 32 indicates that this decrease of sensitivity

of the model for low frequencies exists for a large range of

rates of spontaneous firing. The figure shows the rate of

firing of the model as a function of intensity of sinusoidal

stimulation for two frequencies and three different rates

of spontaneous firing. The different rates of spontaneous

firing have been achieved by varying a/RR. The model is

seen to respond at a higher rate to high frequency sinusoids

than to low frequency sinusoids for each rate of spontaneous

firing.

Further investigations of a similar nature indicate

that the model always has a higher sensitivity at high

frequencies than at low frequencies. This trend is independent

of the definitions of the equal-response criteria that we

have used. These results are also valid for all the values

of the rate of spontaneous firing which we have investigated
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Figure 32. Rate of firing of the model versus amplitude of
sinusoidal stimulation for different rates of
spontaneous firing.

RR = 10000 (for the 490 spikes/sec curves)

RR = 20000 (for the 135 spikes/sec curves)

R = 25000 (for the 40 spikes/sec curves)

RM = 100000

R 0.3 msec

a 10000

fh =5 Kc

fg =5 cps
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(a range of 500 events/sec to 10 events/sec). The rate

of change of sensitivity over the frequency range of 100

cps to 1250 cps is, however, a function of all of these

variables. In general, the slope of the sensitivity curve

decreases as the rate of spontaneous firing of the model

is decreased, i.e., as a/RR is decreased. For rates of

spontaneous firing comparable to the largest values seen

in VIIIth nerve fibers (approximately 150 spikes/sec) the

change in sensitivity produced by the model is not large

enough to account for a 40 db/decade change nor even a 20

db/decade change in sensitivity.

Although the sensitivity of the model to sinusoidal

stimuli is qualitatively in agreement with comparable results

obtained from VIIIth nerve fibers, the quantitative agree-

ment is poor. Thus far we have assumed that the transducer

element of the model serves no essential functional purpose

except to convert the output of the mechanical system into

the input to the model neuron, without distorting this

signal in any way. Now suppose that the transducer could

be characterized by a non-linear function. Suppose, further-

more, that this function increased monotonically with a slope

that was positive but monotonically decreasing. ~For instance,

G(y) = (kly)(k 2/(k 2 +Jyj)) for y 0 is such'a function. To a

first-order approximation, the effect of the introduction of

such a function upon the sensitivity curves shown in Figure 31

can be thought of as an expansion of the ordinate (threshold)

scale. Therefore, given complete freedom to choose a
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non-linear transducer function, the slope of the sensitivity

curves shown in Figure 31 can be adjusted to any desired

value. This is clearly too much freedom and we shall defer

a discussion of the transducer to the section on the acoustic

click response of the model.

(2) A discussion of the shape of the tuning curves:

Figure 33 shows the frequency response curves of the cochlear

partition (Figure 8) plotted as tuning curves. A repre-

sentative set of neural tuning curves are also shown in the

figure. The absolute sensitivities of the neural curves

have been normalized to make the thresholds of the fibers

at their CFs equal.

Both sets of tuning curves are very steep at high

frequencies. Both sets of tuning curves are less steep at

low frequencies, but the neural tuning curves are steeper

than the mechanical tuning curves at low frequencies. The

mechanical tuning curves are wider than the neural tuning

curves. Both sets of curves can be shown to be essentially

constant-Q curves for the range of frequencies shown in the

figure.

We have shown that the transducer and model neuron

part of our overall model of the peripheral auditory system

exhibits a decrease in sensitivity for low frequencies.

We have not been able to demonstrate that this part of the

model accounts entirely for the additional 25 or 30 db/decade

change in sensitivity which is needed to approximate the

VIII th nerve data. We have indicated that this discrepancy
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Figure 33. Mechanical and neural tuning-curves. The
mechanical tuning curves are derived from -
the curves shown in Figure 8, which are
based on data obtained from human cadavers.
The curves shown in Figure 8 can be represented
as IH(f,x )I/IH(f x )I for different values
of x . T~e mechanical tuning curves are
defined as -20log(IH(f,x0 )I /(H(f ,x ) )1.
f is the CF for a point x 0 centime~ers from
tRe stapes. The neural tuning curves were
obtained from the VIIIth nerve fibers of cats
by Kiang et al.
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may be due to ignorance of the nature of the proper

transducer function of the hair cells.

In order to discuss the shape of the tuning curves,

we shall assume that the transducer and model neuron exhibit

a rate of change of sensitivity of 25 to 30 db/decade of

frequency. Figure 34 shows tuning curves constructed by

adding both a 20 and a 40 db/decade change in sensitivity

to a typical mechanical tuning curve. The results have

been normalized to make the minima of the curves equal.

Note that although the resultant curves are still slightly

wider than the neural tuning curves, they are in closer

agreement with them. Furthermore, the slopes of these

augmented mechanical tuning curves are steeper at low fre-

quencies than the slopes of the mechanical curves. We think

it reasonable to say that the augmented mechanical tuning

curves correspond more closely to the neural tuning curves

than do the mechanical tuning curves. Any further dis-

crepancies between mechanical and neural tuning curves may

be attributed to the differences in species and preparations

used to obtain the two sets of data as well as to the degree

of approximation of the argument presented in this section.

We have attempted to show that the tuning curves

generated by the model are similar to the tuning curves of

VIIIth nerve fibers, although we have not demonstrated these

results directly.
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Figure 34. Mechanical tuning curves. The augmented
mechanical tuning curves were obtained
by adding a 20 db/decade and a 40 db/decade
change in sensitivity to a typical mechanical
tuning curve.
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D. Response of the Model to Acoustic Clicks

The responses of a number of VIIIth nerve fibers

to periodic trains of acoustic clicks (100 psec pulses

applied to a condenser earphone) are shown in Figure 14.

The responses are in the form of post-stimulus-time (PST)

histograms, i.e., histograms of the times of occurrence

of spike potentials following the onset of the last stimulus.

The PST histograms shown in the figure have been ordered

according to the characteristic frequencies of the fibers.

All histograms of fibers whose CF's are less than approxi-

mately 4 Kc exhibit multiple peaks. The intervals between

the peaks are equal to 1/CF. Figure 35 shows the displace-

ment of the cochlear partition and the PST histogram for

two polarities of acoustic clicks as generated by the model*.

The results shown in the figure correspond to a point along

the partition whose CF = 500 cps. Note that in each case

shown, the PST histograms exhibit peaks at intervals of

2 milliseconds and these peaks occur at the positive

deflections of the impulse response of the cochlear partition.

Several peaks can be seen in the PST histograms, while only

a few are discernable in the response of the cochlear

*The conditions for obtaining the results shown in
this figure are discussed later in this section. The click
response of the cochlear partition corresponds to the
impulse response (F3 (t) ) shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 35. Response of the cochlear partition and model
for two different polarities of acoustic clicks.
The dotted curves are the response of the
cochlear partition to positive (left) and
negative (right) polarities of clicks. The
responses are equal to F3 (t), (after Flanagan)
for a point along the partition with a
CF = 500 cps.

Transducer function is:

G(y) = (kly)(k 2A 2+1y1)
k= 1

k = 20000

RM = 10000

RM = 100000

T R 1 msec

fh 5 Kc

f =5 cps

a- 5000

Spontaneous rate of firing 90 events/sec
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partition. Successive peaks of the response of the cochlear

partition decrease in amplitude at a rate of not less than

20 db/cycle of oscillation. As a result, the fourth, fifth

and laterpeaks are too small to be seen in the figure.

Figure 36 shows the response of a typical VIIIth

nerve fiber to rarefaction and condensation* clicks as a

function of intensity. The intervals between peaks equals

1/CF and these intervals remain relatively constant as a

function of intensity. Furthermore, the peaks of the

response to a rarefaction click occur at the troughs of the

response to a condensation click and vice-versa. The times

of occurrence of the peaks in the PST histogram for con-

densation and rarefaction clicks as a function of intensity

for the VIII th nerve fiber are shown in Figure 37. The

almost perfect interleaving of peaks is readily apparent.

Figure 38 shows the response of the model to

acoustic clicks as a function of intensity (the intensity

*The two polarities of clicks used in the V I IIth

nerve data are referred to as condensation and rarefaction
clicks. The two polarities of clicks used to test the
model are referred to as positive and negative clicks.
This distinction is drawn in order to avoid a discussion
of which direction of displacement of the cochlear partition
is effective in depolarizing the nerve fibers. The corre-
spondence between positive and negative clicks versus
rarefaction and condensation has been avoided.
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th
Figure 36. Response of an VIII nerve fiber to condensation

and rarefaction clicks as a function of intensity.

CF = 472 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing = 52.5 spikes/sec.

Rate of presentation of clicks = 10/sec.
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Figure 37. Times of occurrence of peaks in the PST
histogram of the response of an VIIIth
nerve fiber to condensation and rarefaction
clicks as a function of intensity.

CF = 472 cps.

Rate of spontaneous firing = 52.5 spikes/sec.

Rate of presentation of clicks = 10/sec.
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Figure 38. Acoustic click response of the model for a
linear (left) and non-linear (right)
transducer as a function of intensity.

CF = 500 cps

G(y) = y (for linear transducer)

G(y) = y (20000/20000+ly l)) (for non-linear
transducer)

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

T R 1 msec

a = 5000

fh =5 Kc

f, =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing 90 events/sec.
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scale has an arbitrary reference level and only relative

intensities should be considered meaningful). The PST

histograms in the left hand column were obtained by using

a linear transducer function. Note that there is a 36

db range between the intensity at which a response is first

visible in the PST histogram and the intensity at which

the response of the model becomes sterotyped (i.e., the

model responds to the largest positive deflection of the

cochlear partition every time a stimulus is presented in

a manner unlike the response of VIIIth nerve fibers).

Since the envelope of the impulse response of the cochlear

partition decays at a rate exceeding 20 db per cycle of

oscillation, there can be at most two or three peaks in

the PST histogram when a linear transducer is used. These

results are clearly at variance with the empirical data

of Kiang, et al.

It is clear that the peaks of the PST histogram

grow too rapidly as a function of intensity. The right

side of Figure 38 shows the PST higtograms of the click

response of the model for a non-linear transducer function.

The function chosen in this case is G(y) = k y(k 2 /(k 2 +1 yO).

This function has the following limiting behavior:

G(y) -. k y for small values of y and

G (y) k k k 2 (y/jy 1) for large values of y.

The effect of this function is to saturate the large peaks

in the deflections of the cochlear partition and to allow

the smaller peaks to increase as a function of intensity.
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Figure 39 shows the click response of the model

for both positive and negative clicks. The same non-linear

function was used to obtain the results shown in Figure 39

as in the right side of the previous figure. Figure 40

shows the time of occurrence of the peaks in the PST

histogram in response to clicks of opposite polarity as

a function of intensity. The intervals between peaks

(for each polarity of click) are 2 milliseconds. The

peaks resulting from the response to positive and negative

clicks are seen to interleave.

Figure 41 shows PST histograms generated by the

model for four different values of CF. The intervals between

peaks are seen to correspond to 1/CF in each case. The

data for values of CF equal to 4 Kc and 8 Kc were computed

at a resolution of 12.5 pLsec. The large statistical

fluctuations shown in the figure result from the limited

sample size used for the high resolution runs. This figure

indicates'that the model can resolve separate peaks of the

impulse response of the cochlear partition for a CF as high

as 8 Kc.

Figures 42 and 43 are included to show the responses

produced when a different non-linear transducer function

is used. G(y) = k 1 (y /jyl) log(yj in these two cases. Both

figures show the PST histograms of the click response of

the model as a function of intensity. Figure 42 shows these

results for a CF equal to 500 cps and Figure 43 is for a

CF equal to 1 Kc. The results obtained by using the
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Figure 39. Response of the model to positive and negative
clicks as a function of the intensity of click
stimulation. The response to positive (left)
and negative (right) clicks is shown.

CF = 500 cps

G(y) = y(20000/20000+1 yj)

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

T R =1 msec

a = 5000

fh =5 Kc

f =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing 90 events/sec.
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Figure 40. Times of occurrence of peaks in the PST
histograms of the response of the model to
acoustic clicks.

CF = 500 cps

G(y) , y(20000/20000+ jy|)

RR = 10000

RM = 100000

T R =1 msec

a =5000

fh 5 Kc

f, =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing 90 events/sec.
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Figure 41. Acoustic click response of the model for
different values of CF.

G(y) = y( 2 0000/( 2 0000+yl))

R = 10000

RM 100000

TR =1 msec

a = 5000

f= 5 Kc

f. a 5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing 90 events/sec.
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Figure 42. Acoustic click response of model as a function
of intensity.

CF = 500 cps

G(y) = 0.l(y/(yI) log2 1yI

R = 10000

RM = 100000

T R =0.3 msec

a 5000

f 5 Kc

f, =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing 135 events/sec.
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Figure 43. Acoustic click response of model as a function
of intensity.

CF = 1000 cps

G(y) = 0.l(y/(yl) log 21yJ

R R=10000R

RM = 100000

T R =0.3 msec

a 5000

f 5 Kc
h

f =5 cps

Rate of spontaneous firing = 135 events/sec.
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logarithmic non-linearity are similar to the- results

obtained by using the previously-mentioned non-linearity.

The general features of the PST histograms are in close

thagreement with the VIII nerve data. The peaks in the

PST histogram occur at intervals of time separated by

1/CF. These peaks interleave for the response to positive

and negative clicks. The intervals of time between peaks

remain constant as a function of intensity. The intervals

of time between the onset of the stimulus and each peak

decrease slightly as the intensity of stimulation is

increased.

There are, however, at least two discrepancies

between the response of the model and the response of VIIIth

nerve fibers to acoustic clicks. One is a somewhat trivial

discrepancy: A careful study of the response of VIIIth

nerve fibers to rarefaction clicks of high intensity

reveals that a new peak appears early in the PST histogram.

Similarly, a new trough appears early in the PST histogram

of the response to condensation clicks of high intensity.

For instance, the early peak can be clearly seen to appear

at -40 db in Figure 36. This peak appears at an interval

of time equal to 1/CF with respect to the next peak (or

what was previously the first peak). This early peak

is never seen in data generated by the model. The peaks

in the PST histograms generated by the model correspond

to the positive displacements of the impulse response of

the cochlear partition. Since the impulse response (due
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to Flanagan) which we have utilized in this model exhibits

no such early peak, neither does the PST histogram of the

model. Our conclusion is that the inaccuracies of the

approximation to the impulse response of the cochlear

partition are probably responsible for the discrepancy.

There is, however, a more serious difficulty with

the model. Too large a dynamic range of intensity is

required to obtain results from the model similar to those

generated by VIIIth nerve fibers. For instance, a 70 db

range of intensity is required to obtain the results shown

in Figure 37. Further data indicate that the patterns of

firing of VIIIth nerve fibers require a range of intensity

of about 50 to 70 db from threshold to an intensity at

which the PST histograms no longer change much (i.e., no

new peaks appear). For the non-linearities tested thus

far, the comparable range of intensity for the model appears

to be about 100 db. Furthermore, additional peaks appear

at uniform intervals of intensity in this 100 db range

(i.e., the peaks appear at approximately 24 db intervals

in Figure 39). A smaller range of intensities is required

to obtain a full complement of peaks for the VIIIth nerve data.

These facts suggest that either: 1) a fundamental

assumption of the model is invalid, or 2) the non-linearities

tested thus far are not the correct ones. The latter

alternative, together with the results attained thus far,

suggest a class of non-linear functions that have a sigmoid

shape.
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y 2G(y) = k[( [exp(-ax )dx) - 1/2] is such a function.

In conclusion, the model predicts a number of

features of the response of VIIIth nerve fibers to clicks.

The peaks in the PST histograms appear at the proper

intervals of time. These intervals remain fixed as a

function of intensity. The times of occurrence of these

peaks interleave for positive and negative clicks and

these times of occurrence decrease slightly (less than

1/(4CF)) as the intensity of click stimulation is increased.

The dynamic range of intensity required to achieve these

results in the model is larger than a comparable range

for VIIIth nerve fibers. A knowledge of the transducer

function of the sensory cells would aid in eliminating

this discrepancy.
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CHAPTER VI: Concluding Remarks

A. Comparison of the Data Generated by the Model with Data
Obtained from VjIIth Nerve Fibers

We have considered three experimental conditions in

order to compare results produced by the model with results

obtained from VIIIth nerve fibers.* These conditions are:

1) the spontaneous activity of the model, 2) the response

of the model to sinusoidal stimuli, and 3) the response of

the model to simulated acoustic clicks.

Both the qualitative and quantitative results generated

by the model for the case of spontaneous activity are in

agreement with the results obtained from the fiber data.

The interval histograms of the spontaneous activity of both

model and fiber can be described as exponential in the limit

of large intervals. The interval histograms exhibit a

refractory effect for short intervals of time with a smooth

transition between these two regions. Both model and fiber

data show a small amount of statistical dependence between

successive inter-spike intervals. This dependence indicates

that short intervals tend to be followed by short intervals.

Successive intervals of time between events are uncorrelated

if the preceding interval is long.. The critical parameters

*The VIIIth nerve fiber data, to which we refer, is
the electrophysiological data of Kiang, et al. In most,
but not all, respects these data are in agreement with results
obtained by other investigators.
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for determining this dependence are the time course of the

refractory period and the band pass of the noise. These

results are achieved for a duration of the refractory period

of approximately one millisecond and a noise band pass of

two to five kilocycles. The duration of the primary refrac-

tory effects of neural fibers is one or perhaps a few milli-

seconds and the value of the bandwidth of the noise is

consistent with estimates of this figure obtained by others.

(108, 109)

The response of the model to sinusoidal stimuli is

qualitatively similar to data obtained from VIIIth nerve

fibers. Arguments were presented to show that the tuning

curves generated by the model approximate the tuning curves

of VIIIth nerve fibers. The post-zero-crossing histograms

(histograms of the times of occurrence of spikes after each

positive-going zero-crossing of the sinusoid) of the response

of model and fiber to sinusoidal stimuli appear.to be similar

in some rather gross respects. The sensitivity curves*

generated by model and fiber in response to sinusoidal stimuli

(delivered at the characteristic frequencies) show the same

trend as a function of frequency. For frequencies below

2 Kc both model and fiber exhibit a decrease of sensitivity.

The fibers of the VIII th nerve exhibit a change of sensitivity

*This term is defined on page 107.
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of approximately 40 db/decade of frequency. The model

exhibits a change of sensitivity of approximately 25 or

30 db/decade in. the same range of frequency. The part

of the model that represents the mechanical part of the

ear accounts for approximately a 15 db/decade change in

sensitivity. The remaining 10 or 15 db/decade change

in sensitivity is due to the rest of the model. We have

presented arguments that show that the differences between

the sensitivity curves derived from model and fiber data

can be attributed to our not knowing the proper transducer

function of the sensory cells.

We have shown that using a linear, memoryless function

to represent the transducer action of the sensory cells

yields responses of the model to simulated acoustic clicks

ththat are at variance with the VIII nerve data of Kiang,

et al. For instance, the PST histograms (histograms of

the times of occurrence of spikes after the onset of a

stimulus) generated by the model do not show the multiple

peak structure that is evident in the fiber data. A non-

linear transducer function can be shown to improve the agree-

ment between model and fiber data. For the non-linear trans-

ducer functions tested thus far, the form of the PST histo-

gram in response to clicks is qualitatively quite similar

to the results obtained from fibers. These similarities

include: 1) the appearance of a number of peaks in the

histograms; 2) the intervals of time between peaks equal
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1/CF*; 3) the values of these intervals are relatively

insensitive to changes of the intensity of the stimulus;

4) the times of occurrence of peaks in the response of

the model to clicks of opposite polarity interleave in

time; and 5) the times of occurrence of these peaks

relative to the onset of the stimulus decrease (by a duration

less than 1/(4 CF)) when the intensity of the stimulus is

increased. The intensity range required for the appearance

of successive peaks in the PST histogram is larger for the

model than for the VIII th nerve data. We feel that this dis-

crepancy can also be accounted for by our not knowing the

proper non-linear transducer function of the hair cells.

Furthermore, the same form of transducer function appears

capable of improving the discrepancies of the response of

model and fiber to sinusoidal as well as to click stimuli.

This function appears to be a sigmoid function.

Data generated by the model appear to approximate

the fiber data for the three experimental conditions that

we have considered. At this stage in the research, the

agreement isfor the most part, qualitative, but this

agreement holds for a relatively broad class of stimulus

conditions and parameters.

B. Appraisal of the Model and Suggestions for Further Study

This study suggests that the peripheral auditory system

can be represented to a first-order approximation by a model

*CF is the characteristic frequency and is defined
on page 107.
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which consists of three functional constituents: 1) a

linear mechanical system; 2) a non-linear transducer; and

3) a probabilistic threshold device with refractory pro-

perties. Such a model appears to be consistent with much

of the known anatomy and physiology of the peripheral

system. In particular, this model generates both spontaneous

events and responses to stimuli that appear to be in agree-

ment with some of the data obtained from VIIIth nerve fibers.

As might be expected, the parts of the model that appear to

be responsible for the quantitative discrepancies that

exist between model and fiber data correspond to the parts

of the peripheral auditory system that are least understood.

More precisely, the excitation process involving the hair

cell-neuron junction is very poorly understood. We propose

to extend our studies of models of the excitation process.

For instance, we are considering a model which attributes

the probabilistic mechanism in the peripheral system to

"synaptic noise" rather than to noise in the membrane potential

of the fiber as we have assumed in the model presented here.

The results obtained from the model have suggested

some new ways to analyze the spike activity generated by

nerve fibers. The D criterion, discussed in Chapter V,

Part C, is a measure of the amount of time-locked spike

activity present in a record of data. This measure is some-

what independent of the spontaneous rate of firing. A

"threshold of firing" to a stimulus can be defined using
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the Dn measure, and the significant variations of Dn

from its mean value can be computed.

One further method of analysis of the spike activity

of VIIIth nerve fibers has suggested itself as a result of

the model work. The interaction between the refractory

effects of the model neuron and the non-linearities in the

system (both those included in the transducer model and

those in the model neuron) have led to many conceptual

difficulties in this study. Both the refractory effects

and the non-linearities affect the rate and form of the

firing of the model in response to stimuli. The separation

of the effects of these two components on the response of

the model to stimuli would simplify the study of the model.

One procedure for eliminating the refractory effects and

studying only the effects of the rest of the system'is to

consider only those events (in the model) or spikes (genera-

ted by a fiber) that are preceded by long intervals of

time during which no firing occurs. For instance, a PST

histogram of the response to acoustic clicks could be

generated by counting only those firings that are preceded

by intervals of time equivalent to the time needed for a

fiber to recover from the last firing. Such modified PST

histograms of the response of model and fiber to acoustic

stimuli would, we feel, lead to interesting insights on

the nature of the excitation process.
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There are clearly many and more general extensions

of this work. The primary goal remains the same: To

find a model of the peripheral auditory system that predicts

the data obtained from VIIIth nerve fibers.

C. A Note on Models and Digital Computer Simulations

The research discussed here is patterned after a

style of scientific investigation which we would like to

state more explicitly. First, we believe that precise

answers to scientific questions can be obtained only when

the questions themselves are precise. Furthermore, we find

it desirable to phrase these questions in some context.

We think of this context as a formal or a conceptual structure:

The word "model" is now in vogue to describe such a

structure.

With the advent of the general purpose digital

computer, it has become possible to investigate models which

do not necessarily lend themselves to more formal and

analytic treatments. A much richer class of conceptual

structures can thus be studied. This has particular impor-

tance in neurophysiology because few problems in this area

have been reduced to an analytically manipulatible form.

It is unfortunately true that most contemporary

digital machines are taxed by even relatively simple models

of relatively simple parts of the nervous system (such as

the model of the peripheral auditory system presented here).

This is primarily a consequence of both the design and
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administration of these machines. Many of the large,

general purpose machines have been designed for business

or military use, and this has made them somewhat unsuitable

as research tools. Access to these machines has been

limited largely to computer operators carrying punched

cards.

This study has been made possible because of

the existence of the TX-2 computer. This machine was

designed and is administered as a research tool. Relatively

large amounts of time (hours instead of minutes) have been

made available to individual investigators. An investigator

can thus operate the machine in very much the same manner

as he might perform an experiment in the laboratory. Com-

putations can be modified on the basis of results obtained.

In addition, the TX-2 has a flexible order code, high speed

memories and a rich selection of input-output devices. We

hopefully expect that bigger and better machines of this

kind will be built to the needs of the biological investigator.
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APPENDIX A: A Discussion of the Distribution of Spontaneous
Events

The problem of finding the distribution of intervals

between events generated by the model (for the spontaneous

event case) is similar to the problem of finding the dis-

tribution of axis crossings of a Gaussian process, where

the axis is not constant but is some function of time. The

axis crossing problem has not been solved in general,

although considerable attention has been directed to this

problem.

The distribution of intervals between spontaneous

events generated by the model for a white noise process is

discussed in this section. Consider the set of events E

occurring at times k(At), where k is an integer. The event

Ek is defined to occur at k if the noise exceeds the thres-

hold, nkrk. The noise has a Gaussian distribution with

E[nkl = 0 and

E 0 if jfk
EJ k~ cif j=k

The value of the threshold rk is determined by the

time of occurrence of the last event. If the previous event

occurred at j, then the threshold is a function only of the

time elapsed since the last event, rk =<k-j* The probability

of the occurrence of an event at k+j given an event occurred

at time k is:
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An event occurred at k and the noise is assumed stationary,

therefore:

The noise process is white, therefore:

Tiid

The n k1s are identically distributed and, therefore,

tC$ L47 7O

A=

ly4

f('~
4CO

where
oI

~: ~(oyu) ['~&'Y-)]/if-)
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Assume //*rvm (J = O(

therefore d; s* (a constant)

Then for large j

and -
k:

bounded sequence and, therefore, converges to

a limit as j -

is a monotone,

Therefore,

12i ' ' If as j -'-A

and the distribution of intervals between events approaches

the Geometric distribution (exponential) in the limit of

large intervals.
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APPENDIX B: Derivation of Statistics of D2
n

1th

Consider a histogram withgi elements in the ith bin,

i=1,,...,n and a total number of elements equal to Z =A

Define the counting random variable,

1 if the jth element goes into the ith bin
Xjj= Z0 otherwise

Consider the case where the probability that the jth element

goes into the ith bin is independent of j and i and equals

p = 1/n. Then the number of elements in ith bin is given

by the Bernoulli distribution. The mean and variance of

are then simply given by

E &Jj]= Np N(I no

VarL'm =L I NP ( 110) =(N/n)O Al

or they can be derived by means of the counting random

variables as follows:

N

ther rE E j A N/n]

but I' +zi

therefore, E 1 1 JN /i
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Similarly,

Va Y 

but the x.- are a set of independent random variables. Therefore,

V4 ''1] = var ExI]

Var (xi]

= . L Kyj)

Z4 0 (- )= J

(N/ )(I -

Define,

G~i E[LW)v (- GL1)

sfip-I]V% I

- E'U(3I
I,

v EC) ]

016T J ( /oI) ~'?.~- -
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Expansion of the term in the bracket yields terms such

as E 72 ' 2. Using the counting random variables, this

term can be expanded as

There are several cases to be considered in order to

evaluate this sum:

Case 1. All terms different j/p 4 Alm

= t 4

There are (N) (N-l) (N-2) (N-3)= (N /(N-4) . such terms.

Case 2. All terms equal j=p=A =m

(0 c -*,k

There are N such terms.

Case 3. Only one pair of equal terms

a) Pair corresponds to same bin, i.e.,

jp -elm, jf4-/m

There are (N) (N-l) (N-2) =(N)/(N-3) ' such

terms and two ways to pick the equal pair.
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b) Pair corresponds to different bins, i.e.,

cDy-Lci gXAj.Kw Xh 4 E DC-PJ FUDAM~

terms and

The other

Case

There are (N) (N-i) (N-2)=(N. )/(N-3) . such

four ways to pick the equal pair.

cases can be dealt with in a similar fashion.

4. Two pairs of two equal terms

Case 5. Three equal terms

The other terms in the equation for EL(D 2 )] 2 can be

similarly expanded. When all these terms are expanded

and the results collected, the variance reduces to:

Va D> 'L -I)I - -
I n~3 V

- _N1

- a(N-') ELT~I1

uIrpKl = 2(N-t) E(~-]
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APPENDIX C: A Description of the Computer Programs

When a choice was necessary, the computer programs

used in this study were written to achieve greater flexibility

of the programs, rather than to decrease the time required

to run them. The programs are flexible in two different

senses. First, there is a great deal of program control

available to the operator of the machine. This control

includes typewriter control of the parameters of the compu-

tation, toggle switch control of various options in the

computation, toggle switch control of the initiation of a

series of runs to be done automatically, push button control

of various displays of the computations which can be shown

while the computations proceeds, etc. Secondly, it is

relatively simple to make program modifications that accomo-

date rather gross changes in the model. Thus a wide variety

of models of the peripheral auditory system can be studied

with relatively minor changes of program. Flexibility is

an essential feature in the type of research presented here.

It is important for the research worker to interact with

the machine directly, since the problems do not remain static,

but change as the system under investigation is further

explored.

The TX-2 machine was chosen for this project for a

number of reasons: Foremost among these is the philosophy

of its design and administration. It has been regarded

primarily as a research tool rather than as an overgrown
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calculating device. As such, it incorporates a highly

flexible order-code, a multiplicity of easily manipula-

table input and output devices, together with a large,

high-speed memory. Furthermore, computer time has been

made available for intervals of time large enough to

make on-line concept formation possible.

No discussion of computer programs can be complete

without a presentation of a logical flow diagram of the

programs. Figure 44 is such a diagram. The programs are

divided into four major blocks: (1) a main sequence,

(2) a miscellaneous input and output sequence, (3) a display

sequence and (4) a subroutine- for handling numerical and

alphabetical characters.. The main sequence controls all

the computation associated with generating the required

data. The miscellaneous input and output sequence can be

used to select the desired display mode (without essentially

interrupting the computation) or to stop the computation

at any desired time. The display sequence is controlled

by the miscellaneous input and output sequence and can be

used to display a number of the results of the computation.

The subroutine for handling characters (written by Lt. C.E.

Molnar) is used in a variety of ways whenever alphabetical,

numerical or other characters are to be manipulated by

the machine. For instance, this subroutine can be used to

display characters on the oscilloscopic display tube in

order to provide a title for the particular computation that
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Figure 44. Logical flow diagram of the computer programs.
The computer programs, LI, L2,...,L9 are a
set of lights and push buttons. The lights
and push buttons are independent. The lights
can be used as indicators from the machine to
the operator, and the push buttons can be
used as indicators from the operator to the
machine. The Moving Window display program
(written by Lt. C.E. Molnar) is used to view
the contents of memory of the machine. Figure
20 shows six pictures of data generated by
the machine as displayed on the oscilloscopic
display tube using the Moving Window program.
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INPUT+ OUTPUT
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SUBROUTINE FOR HANDLING NUMERICAL + ALPHABETICAL
CHARACTERS



is being displayed. Examples of the use of this subroutine

are shown in many of the figures in Chapter V. This sub-

routine is also utilized by a program which sets the parame-

ters of the computation according to the keys struck on a

keyboard. All of these sequences can be run virtually con-

currently in the machine. That is, the computations can be

viewed and/or printed out as they are produced. This is

achieved in the TX-2 computer by the existence of inter-

leaved programs. The control of the interleaving is done

almost automatically by the machine.

Then the main sequence is actuated, control can be

transferred to a program that is used 1) to set the parameters

of the computation (parameters are set according to keys

struck on the keyboard), 2) to read stimuli into the memory

via a photoelectric tape reader, and 3) to add any desired

titles associated with the run or set of runs. The next

step involves clearing an area of the memory that is used to

hold the results of the computation and setting up table

locations to hold the results of the computation (such as

histograms, mean firing rates and other statistics), etc.

At the next step, a specified non-linear function of the

stimulus (displacement of the basilar membrane) can be

computed. The stimulus (which exists as a table of numbers

stored in the memory) is then filtered by a low pass filter.

Several different nonlinear functions have been used and

the program has been written so that these different non-

linear functions can be selected by toggle switches.
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The program now computes the number of buffers

needed to compute the number of data points called for

by the operator. Several distinct computations are per-

formed on each buffer of data. First, the buffer is

cleared; filtered Gaussian noise is next loaded into

the buffer. (The filtered noise is obtained by sampling

a noise generator, which produces noise with a uniform

distribution. Several samples of this uniform distribution

noise are added and the sum is then filtered in two stages--

a high pass stage followed by a low pass stage. Both of

these filtering operations are accomplished by difference

equations that simulate RC filters.) When the buffer is

filled with noise an amplitude histogram of the noise is

complied. The transformed and filtered stimulus is added

to the noise. Finally, the subroutine that is used to

determine the response of the model neuron to this signal

is activated. This subroutine compares the value of the

signal plus noise to the value of the threshold at each

point in time. The threshold value is determined by a

table look-up scheme and the computer determines the value

of the threshold by retaining the amount of time that has

elapsed since the last event. An event occurs when the value

of the signal plus the noise exceeds the threshold value.

When an event occurs the appropriate entries are made in

tables representing the PST histogram, the interval histogram,

and the two-dimensional interval histogram. The counter,
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which is used to retain the value of the time elapsed

since the last event, is reset, thus effectively resetting

the threshold to its maximum value. If the threshold

value is larger than the sum of signal and noise, no

event occurs and the counter is indexed; this effectively

changes the value of the threshold to its new value.

When these computations are completed on one buffer,

the process is continued until the specified number of

data points have been completed. At the end of these

computations various further statistics are derived. The

results can then be printed (in plotted form when desirable)

on a high speed printer. The high speed printer has been

used to obtain a fast, permanent record of each run. An

example of a typical display available on the high speed

printer is shown in Figure 45.

After (or while) the data for one run is printed the

next run can be started automatically. A number of options

are available. For instance, a series of runs with varying

intensity of stimulation can be automatically accomplished,

using a set of toggle switches to specify the change in

signal intensity. Similarly a series of runs for different

spontaneous rates can be actuated, etc.

The time required for a typical run is of the order

of two or three minutes. This run generates data equivalent

to approximately one minute of similar data obtained from

the physiological preparation. The time required to obtain
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Figure 45. High speed printer display of the results
of a typical computation. The figure at
the bottom of the page shows a list of the
parameters of the computation: tREST = RR'tMAX = RN, tINC = exp(-At/ ), STMNUM
number oT stimuli presented, STMPER = period
of the stimulus, STDEV = a, etc. In addition,
the response of the cochlear partition is
shown (for a point tuned to 1000 cps, in
this case). The figure in the center of the
page shows the PST histogram and the figure
at the top of the page shows the interval
histogram.
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the results of a computation on the model is thus

equivalent to the time required to obtain and process-

the physiological data. No particular significance is

attached to this result except in a comparative sense.

Furthermore, programming changes calling for a change

.of speed of at least a factor of five are envisioned

at present. The bulk of the two minute time interval

is consumed by the programs that generate the filtered

noise and this time can be reduced in a number of ways.

For instance, the filtered noise could be stored on

digital tape and read into the machine on command.

At present the programs occupy-approximately

5000 registers of core memory. The bulk of this storage

is required for the programs concerned with input and

output devices, including the programs used for the

various displays, the programs used to print the results

on the high speed printer, the programs used to read

information into the machine via the photoelectric tape

reader, the programs used to decode information coming

into the machine via the keyboard, and the programs used

to type information on a typewriter.
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ERRATA

Page 26,

Page 31,

Page 51,

Page 61,

Page 61,

Page 75,

lines 12 to 21: The discussion starting with,
"The impedances of the cochlea..." and ending
with "...round window displacements are equal."
is irrelevant and should be ignored.

line 3: The last term in the equation should
read 2

"f (z22 +Z0 - (Z 12Zl).

line 20: Strike out the word "outer".

line 13: The parenthetical remark should read
"(less than 1/(4f0)*

line 21: The line should read, "that correspond
to 1/(2f 0 )

line 27: The line should read, "information in
the VIIIth nerve...".
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